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NONVOLATILESEMCONDUCTOR
MEMORY DEVICE

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough indi
cates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held

invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is a Reissue of U.S. Pat. No. 8,023,312
(previously U.S. patent application Ser: No. 1 2/5 15,286 filed
May 18, 2009), which is a National Phase filing under 35
U.S.C. S371 of International Application No. PCT/JP2007/

15

071502 filed on Nov. 5, 2007, and which claims priority to

Japanese Patent Application No. 2006-331689 filed on Dec.
8, 2006.
TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a nonvolatile semiconduc
tor memory device and more particularly, to a nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device including a variable resistive
element whose resistive characteristics vary in accordance
with application of Voltage.

25

different resistance States as stored information in a nonvola

30

BACKGROUND ART

A nonvolatile semiconductor memory device typified by a
flash memory is used in various fields such as computers,
communications, measurement devices, automatic control

units and household appliances used around individuals, as an
information recording medium that is large in capacity and
Small in size, so that there is great demand for the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device that is lower in price and
larger in capacity. This is because, since data can be written
electrically and data is not erased even when a power Supply
is cut, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device can
function as a data storage and a program storage in which
initial setting to run portable devices such as memory cards
and mobile phones is stored as nonvolatile data.
Meanwhile, in view of a great increase in application pro
gram and data itself in current circumstances, there is great
demand for a system that can write software stored in the flash
memory, fix bugs, upgrade the function, and the like. How
ever, according to a conventional flash memory as the repre
sentative of the nonvolatile semiconductor memory devices,
since it takes a long time to write data, and it is necessary to
provide an extra storage region to buffer a file because data
amount that can be written at one time is limited, the problem
is that a processing procedure in writing the data becomes
very complicated as a result.
In addition, flash memory is expected to face limit of min
iaturization in principle, and thus research on new nonvolatile
semiconductor memory devices that will replace flash
memory has been widely carried out. Among them, a study of
resistance change nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
that utilizes the phenomenon that application of Voltage to a
metal oxide film causes resistance to change has been actively
conducted recently, because the memory is more advanta
geous than flash memory in terms of limitation of miniatur
ization and because it is also capable of writing data at a high
speed.

2
Although the study of the phenomenon that application of
Voltage to metal oxides such as nickel, iron, copper, titanium
or the like changes resistance had been underway since 1960s
(refer to Non-Patent Document 1), then, it was never put into
practical use in actual devices. At the end of 1990s, it was
proposed to apply to nonvolatile semiconductor memory
device the fact that by giving Voltage pulse for a short time to
Such oxides of manganese or copper having the Perovskite
type structure, deterioration of materials can be minimized
and resistance can be irreversibly increased or decreased.
Then, it was demonstrated that a memory array of memory
unit devices (memory cells) in which variable resistive ele
ments using these metal oxides were combined with a tran
sistor or a diode could be really formed on a semiconductor
chip. This was reported in IEDM (International Electron
Device Meeting) in 2002 (refer to Non-Patent Document 2),
which triggered wide research to be undertaken in the semi
conductor industry. Later, a similar approach was also taken
in the research on oxides of nickel or copper carried out in
1960s, and memory devices produced by being combined
with a transistor or diode were also reported (refer to Non
Patent Documents 3 and 4).
All of these technologies are basically considered a same
technology as they utilize resistance change in a metal oxide
film to be induced by application of Voltage pulse and use

35

tile semiconductor memory device (memory devices which
constitute the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device).
Variable resistive elements (resistive elements made of
metal oxides) whose resistance change is induced by appli
cation of voltage, as described above, exhibit various resistive
characteristics or resistance change characteristics, depend
ing on a material of a metal oxide (a metal oxide which
changes its resistance by Voltage application is referred to as
a “variable resistor, hereinafter), that of an electrode, form
and size of a device, and operating condition. However, it is
not known what causes the diversity in these characteristics.
In other words, when researchers fabricated nonvolatile semi

40
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conductor memory devices, they simply made operating con
ditions that happened to exhibit the best characteristics as
memory devices constituting a nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device (referred to as a “nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device', hereinafter) operating conditions of those
devices. Therefore, the overall picture of these characteristics
has not been well understood, which still leaves us without

any uniform design guideline.
Such condition without any uniform design guideline indi
cates that the above variable resistive element has not yet
grown to be an industrially applicable technology in a true
sense. In other words, in the empirically optimized technol
ogy as above, although the variable resistive element
described above could be used as a single nonvolatile memory
device or as a component in which the nonvolatile memory
devices are integrated at a small scale, it cannot be applied to
modern semiconductor devices that demand high quality
assurance of large-scale integration of 1 million to 100 mil
lion units as with flash memory.
Specific instances the overall picture of which has not yet
been understood, as described above, include bipolar (two
polarities) Switching characteristics and unipolar (unipolar
ity) Switching characteristics. The Switching characteristics
of the both and applications thereof have already been
reported in IEDM (refer to Non-Patent Document 2).
The bipolar switching implements switching between two
resistance states by utilizing Voltage pulses having two dif
ferent polarities of positive and negative, having resistance of
a variable resistive element transit from low resistance state to

US RE45,345 E
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high resistance state with Voltage pulse of any one of the
polarities, and then having it transit from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state with voltage pulse of the other
polarity.
In contrast, the unipolar Switching implements Switching
between two resistance states by utilizing Voltage pulses hav
ing a same polarity and two different durations of long and
short application (pulse width), having resistance of a vari
able resistive element transit from the low resistance state to

the high resistance state with Voltage pulse of one duration of
application and then having it transit from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state with voltage pulse of other
duration of application.
Although so far there have been some reports on the both
Switching characteristics as described above, no report has
done more than stating the characteristics in the operating
conditions of any specific nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device fabricated.
Each of the Switching operations according to the above
mentioned two Switching characteristics has advantages and
disadvantages.
Since the bipolar Switching can implement transit time of

10

15

in order to have the resistance state of the variable resistive

several 10 ns or shorter as resistance increases or decreases, a

memory device utilizing this can write accumulated data at a
very high rate. However, since both positive and negative
Voltage pulses are used, in order to operate only the selected
memory cell while preventing a Sneak path current, it is
necessary to provide a selection transistor with respect to each
memory cell (refer to FIG. 61).
FIG. 61 is a view showing a part of a memory cell array
CA90 in which 1T1R type memory cells each including a

25

30

variable resistive element and a selection transistor are

arranged. A memory cell MC11 shown in FIG. 61 has a
variable resistive element R11 and a selection transistorTr11,

and a predetermined Voltage is applied to both ends of the

35

variable resistive element R11 based on on-off control of the
selection transistorTr11. When it is assumed that a source line

SL is the ground line, the voltage value applied to both ends
of the variable resistive element R11 is determined by a
voltage applied to a bit line BL1. In the case of the 1T1R type
memory cell shown in FIG. 61, since an area per memory cell
is increased as compared with the flash memory configured
by 1T type memory cells, it is difficult to implement a
memory device that is low in bit cost and superior to the flash
memory.

40

45

In addition, although an attempt is made to reduce the area
per memory cell configured by a variable resistive element
showing the bipolar Switching characteristics by combining
with a two-terminal nonlinear element, in the nonlinear ele

ment in this case, a simple rectifying element cannot be used
and very special characteristics are required. That is, as shown
in FIG. 62A, when an applied Voltage to both ends is changed,

50

if the nonlinear element shows varistor characteristics in

which a resistance value is lowered abruptly in a range where
an absolute value is a certain Voltage or more in either polar
ity, the above memory cell can be implemented in principle,

55

which the resistance value is sequentially decreased as the
absolute value of the applied Voltage is increased as shown in
FIG. 62A. Accordingly, at this point in time, the memory cell
using the nonlinear element having the characteristics shown
in FIG. 62A cannot be implemented.
On the otherhand, as the unipolar Switching can implement
Switching operation with Voltage pulses of a single polarity,
circuit configuration can be simplified. In addition, as a com
bination of a diode and a variable resistive element (1D1R

element transit by the unipolar Switching, and, in particular,
the former one needs the pulse width of a few us, writing
thereof takes 100 times longer than that of the bipolar switch
ing. In addition, since the memory cell current during writing
ranges from about several hundreds LA to a few mA as with
the case of the bipolar Switching, to write each memory cell,
the unipolar Switching also requires about 100 times as high
power consumption as the bipolar Switching. Thus, it is
severely inferior to the bipolar switching in terms of perfor
mance during writing. Since it is difficult to use means for
erasing data in block and for programming a plurality of bits
like the flash memory in view of chip power consumption, an
operation speed of the single element exceeds the flash
memory, but when the performance of the memory system is
compared, performance difference in writing speed cannot be
superior to the flash memory. Consequently, it is difficult to
have a competitive edge over the flash memory.
On the one hand, in terms of stability of switching opera
tions, there exist challenges in any Switching characteristics.
In order to start Switching operations in a stable manner,
Voltage pulses having optimal Voltage amplitude should be
selected. However, the voltage amplitude must be determined
through trial and error and according to characteristics of a
variable resistive element. Thus, even in the case of the bipo
lar Switching, stable Switching operation can often be
obtained by using Voltage pulses to be applied that have
different voltage amplitude as well as different polarities.
Non-patent Document 1: H. Pagnia, et. al., “Bistable Switch
ing in Electroformed Metal-Insulator-Metal Devices'.
Physica Status Solidi (a), 108, pp. 11-65, 1988
Non-patent Document 2: W.W. Zhuang, et. al., “Novell Colos
sal Magnetoresistive Thin Film Nonvolatile Resistance
Random Access Memory (RRAM), IEDM Technical
Digest, pp. 193-196, December 2002
Non-patent Document 3: I. G. Beak et al., “Highly Scalable
Non-Volatile Resistive Memory Using Simple Binary
Oxide Driven By Asymmetricunipolar Voltage Pulses”.
IEDM, 2004

Non-patent Document 4: A. Chen et al., “Non-Volatile Resis
tive Switching For Advanced Memory Applications',

but since an actual nonlinear element shows characteristics in

FIG. 62B, it cannot show the ideal characteristics as shown in

4
type) can be used, possible effect of a Sneak path current from
adjacent memory cells, which will be a problem when a
memory cell array is configured as a cross point type, can be
substantially reduced, thereby resulting in considerably
improved electric characteristics in readout operation. FIG.
63 is a view showing a memory cell array CA91 configured by
1D1R type memory cells each having the variable resistive
element and a diode serving as a two-terminal rectifying
element. When this is compared with the 1T1R type memory
cell shown in FIG. 61, the configuration of the memory cell
can be simplified while preventing the Sneak path current.
Thus, the chip size can be reduced and the manufacturing cost
can be reduced as compared with the configuration shown in
FIG. 61, that is, the case of the bipolar switching.
However, as two long and short Voltage pulses are needed

IEDM, 2005
60

65

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

First, before describing the problems to be resolved by the
invention and the means for Solving the problems, we
describe conditions that can stably implement Switching
operations based on the bipolar and unipolar Switching char
acteristics as described above, as technological idea on which
the present invention is founded.

US RE45,345 E
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FIG. 64 is representative of current-voltage characteristics
showing basic characteristics of resistance change due to
application of voltage between both electrodes in a variable
resistive element that is configured to sandwich a variable
resistor between an upper electrode and a lower electrode.
The current-voltage characteristics as shown in FIG. 64 were
measured by using a commercially available measuringappa
ratus (e.g., a parameter analyzer made by Hewlett-Packard
Company with the model number 4156B) that can set the
upper limit (compliance) of current. Specific Voltage and
current values differ, depending on a material, a device struc
ture, a manufacturing process, and a device size of individual
samples to be measured. However, irrespective of a type of a
variable resistor, qualitative characteristics such as those in
FIG. 64 can be seen, when a variable resistor is made of an

oxide metal of iron, nickel, copper, titanium or the like.
More specifically, when Voltage equal to or higher than
threshold voltage Va (Va" or Va) is applied to a variable
resistive element showing resistive characteristics of high
resistance state (A in the figure), it transits to resistive char
acteristics of low resistance state (B in the figure). The current
flowing through the variable resistive element rises to the
compliance value of Ic1 when applied Voltage is Va or higher.
Then, when the current compliance value Ic1 is set to a value
that will not exceed a current value at a point Tb showing the
resistance state immediately before a transition from the low
resistance State (characteristics B) to the high resistance State
(characteristics A) (a point showing the resistance state of the
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resistive characteristics of a variable resistive element transit

variable resistive element will be referred to as a “character

istic point, hereinafter), the current greater than the compli
ance value Ic1 does not run. Then, if applied Voltage is low
ered while maintaining the current value Ic1, a transition from
the high resistance state (characteristics A) to the low resis
tance state (characteristics B) will take place. Since the
applied Voltage after the transition to the low resistance state
is lower than the threshold voltage Vb (Vb" or Vb) at the
characteristic point Tb, the resistive characteristics steadily
transit to the low resistance state (characteristics B) rather
than going back to the high resistance state (characteristics
A). Next, either when the current compliance value is set
greater than the current value at the characteristic point Tb or
when the original setting is cancelled and Voltage higher than
the threshold voltage Vb is applied to a variable resistive
element exhibiting the resistive characteristics (B in the fig
ure) of the low resistance state, current flowing through the
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from the low resistance state to the high resistance state, it is
necessary to apply Voltage higher than the threshold Voltage
Vb wherein the threshold voltage Vb is lower than the thresh
old voltage Va.
In a symmetrically configured variable resistive element
that was reported in the past, if Switching operations are
performed in the variable resistive element alone, i.e., when
voltage applied to the variable resistive element is turned ON
and OFF under the condition that load resistance is zero or

fixed to certain load resistive characteristics, applied Voltages
to cause transitions between the two resistance states cannot
40
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variable resistive element will decrease and the resistive char

satisfy the above two conditions simultaneously if the respec
tive applied Voltages have a same polarity. Then, in order to
meet the above two conditions, it was necessary to use asym
metric nature of the bipolar Switching characteristics to an
asymmetrically configured variable resistive element to be
discussed later or the unipolar Switching operation that uses
changes in the resistive characteristics due to elevated tem
peratures.

acteristics will transit to high resistance value (A in the figure)
If Voltage equal to or higher than the threshold voltage Va
continues to be applied while the variable resistive element is
in the high resistance state (A in the figure), without setting
the current compliance value, a transition from the low resis
tance state (characteristics B) to the high resistance State
(characteristics A) occurs immediately after a transition from
the high resistance state (characteristics A) to the low resis
tance state (characteristics B) because the applied Voltage is
higher than the threshold voltage Vb. This results in an
unstable oscillation phenomenon that the resistive character
istics of a variable resistive element keep on changing
between the high resistance State (characteristics A) and the
low resistance state (characteristics B). If the applied Voltage
is lowered in Such the oscillating condition, oscillation stops
when the applied Voltage reaches Voltage less than the higher
threshold Voltage Va. As the applied Voltage is then higher
than the threshold voltage Vb, the resistive characteristics of
the variable resistive element are in the high resistance state
(characteristics A), and thus no transition to the low resistance
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state (characteristics B) occurs. In Sum, application of voltage
to a variable resistive element alone without setting a current
compliance value could not implement desired Switching
operations.
In addition, although FIG. 64 shows the case of resistive
characteristics in which the threshold voltage Vb for the tran
sition from the low resistance state to the high resistance state
is lower than the threshold voltage Va for the transition from
the high resistance state to the low resistance state, magnitude
relation of these threshold voltages Va, Vb may be reversed. In
Such a case, although at the threshold Voltage Va, a transition
from the high resistance state to the low resistance state takes
place in stable manner, oscillation occurs when the threshold
Voltage is equal to or higher than Vb, and no stable transition
to the high resistance state occurs.
Thus, for a variable resistive element to perform switching
operations in a stable manner, the following two conditions
should be satisfied in each of the operations of transiting from
the high resistance state to the low resistance state, and of
transiting from the low resistance State to the high resistance
state, respectively.
Firstly, when the resistive characteristics of a variable
resistive element transit from the high resistance state to the
low resistance state, it is necessary to apply Voltage higher
than the threshold voltage Va wherein the threshold voltage
Va is lower than the threshold voltage Vb. Secondly, when the
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FIG. 65 shows resistive characteristics (current-voltage
characteristics) of a variable resistive element capable of
bipolar Switching operation by satisfying the above two con
ditions. FIG. 65 shows load resistive characteristics C of a

load circuit as well as two resistive characteristics A, B of a
variable resistive element. The load circuit forms a serial
55

circuit by electrically connecting to the variable resistive
element in series, and when Voltage is applied to both ends of
the serial circuit, resistive voltage division of the variable
resistive element and the load circuit determines voltage to be
applied to the variable resistive element. In FIG. 65, voltage at
each intersection of the load resistive characteristics Cand the
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resistive characteristics A, B is Voltage to be actually applied
to the variable resistive element, and the intersection of the

65

load resistive characteristics C and the Voltage axis represents
voltage to be applied to both ends of the serial circuit. Increas
ing and decreasing Voltage to be applied to both ends of the
serial circuit results in lateral translation (in the direction of
Voltage axis) of a characteristic curve or a characteristic line
representative of the load resistive characteristics C. In the
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example shown in FIG. 65, load resistance exhibiting linear

8
age Va that is higher than the threshold voltage Vb is applied

load resistive characteristics as a load circuit is assumed in the

between both terminals of the variable resistive element and
oscillation occurs.

description.
In the current-voltage characteristics shown in FIG. 65,
threshold voltage VA+ for a transition from the high resis
tance state (characteristics A) to the low resistance State (char
acteristics B) as a result of application of Voltage to the serial
circuit on the side of one polarity (positive polarity) is Smaller
in absolute value than threshold voltage VB" for a transition
from the low resistance state to the high resistance state on the
side of the same polarity (positive polarity), wherein Voltage
equal to or higher than threshold voltage Va" is applied

10

between both terminals of the variable resistive element when

Voltage absolute value of which is equal to or higher than the
threshold voltage VA' is applied to both ends of the serial
circuit, thus causing the transition from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state. The example shown in FIG.
65 has achieved similar effect to that described in FIG. 64, by
Substituting a load circuit for setting a current compliance. In
fact, due to presence of the load circuit, increase in the current
through the variable resistive element caused by the transition
from the high resistance State to the low resistance state
lowers Voltage through the load circuit, thus automatically
reducing voltage applied to the variable resistive element. If
the load resistive characteristics of a load circuit are properly
set, an absolute value of the voltage applied to the variable

15
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resistive element after the transition to low resistance is lower

than the threshold voltage Vb that has the resistive charac
teristics transit from the low resistance state to the high resis
tance state, thus implementing the transition from the high

30

resistance state to the low resistance state in a stable manner.

However, even if voltage equal to or higher than the threshold
voltage VB" of the same polarity (positive polarity) is applied
to the serial circuit after the transition to the low resistance

made of different materials, interface structure between the
35

lower electrode and a variable resistor being different from
that between the upper electrode and the variable resistor or
the like. Excellent asymmetrical nature is easy to be occurred
if rectifying characteristics such as Schottky junction are

40

electrode and the variable resistor and that between the upper

state, no transition to the high resistance state occurs in a
stable manner because Voltage not less than the threshold
voltage Vb that is higher than the threshold voltage Va" is
applied between both terminals of the variable resistive ele
ment and oscillation occurs.

exhibited on either one of the interface between the lower

On the contrary, threshold voltage VB for a transition
from the low resistance state (characteristics B) to the high
resistance State (characteristics A) as a result of application of
voltage to a serial circuit on the side of the other polarity
(negative polarity) is Smaller in absolute value than threshold
voltage VA for a transition from the high resistance state to
the low resistance state on the side of the same polarity
(negative polarity), wherein Voltage absolute value of which
is equal to or higher than threshold voltage Vb is applied

45

between both terminals of the variable resistive element when
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Voltage absolute value of which is equal to or higher than the
threshold voltage VB is applied to both ends of the serial
circuit, thus causing the transition from the low resistance
state to the high resistance state. If the load resistive charac
teristics of the load circuit common to the positive and nega
tive polarities are set, the absolute value of voltage applied to
the variable resistive element after the transition to the high
resistance state is lower than the threshold voltage Va that
has the resistive characteristics transit from the high resis
tance State to the low resistance State, thus implementing the
transition from the low resistance State to the high resistance
state in a stable manner. However, even if voltage absolute
value of which is equal to or higher than the threshold voltage
VA of a same polarity (negative polarity) is applied to the
serial circuit after the transition to the high resistance state, no
transition from the high resistance state to the low resistance
state occurs because Voltage not less than the threshold Volt

The point to be noted here is as follows: for a variable
resistive element alone, irrespective of polarity of applied
voltage, threshold voltages Vb and Vb for the transition
from the low resistance state to the high resistance state are
respectively lower than threshold voltages Va" and Va for the
transition from the high resistance state to the low resistance
state (see FIG. 65). Nevertheless, by making a correlation
(e.g., Voltage difference or Voltage ratio) of the threshold
voltages Va" and Vb asymmetrical to that of the threshold
voltages Va and Vb, and by properly setting the load resis
tive characteristics of the load circuit, as threshold voltage of
Voltage applied to the serial circuit, it is possible to set the
threshold voltage VA' lower in absolute value than the thresh
old voltage VB" on the side of positive polarity, and the
threshold voltage VB lower in absolute value than the thresh
old voltage VA on the side of negative polarity. Conse
quently, the magnitude relations of the threshold Voltages
VA" and VB" and of the threshold voltages VB and VA can
be reversed, thus enabling stable bipolar Switching operations
by applying Voltages of both positive and negative polarities.
Now, the asymmetrical nature of both positive and negative
polarities in the correlation of threshold voltages of the vari
able resistive element shown in FIG. 65 can be obtained by
configuring in up-down asymmetrical manner a material of a
lower electrode and an upper electrode of the variable resis
tive element, composition of a variable resistor, device shape,
or device size or the like. In particular, implementation of
stable bipolar switching may require extremely asymmetrical
nature, for instance, the lower and upper electrodes being

electrode and the variable resistor.

However, since the conventional bipolar Switching opera
tions use Voltage pulses of both the positive and negative
polarities, as described above, the circuit configuration for
implementing a semiconductor memory device becomes
complex, chip size expands, and the manufacturing cost
increases.

Meanwhile, aside from the bipolar switching operations to
the variable resistive element of the asymmetrical structure as
described above, the two conditions for conducting the stable
Switching operations described earlier may be satisfied even
by application of voltage of a same polarity if two different
values are set for the duration of Voltage application to the
variable resistive elements.
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FIGS. 66A and 66B show resistive characteristics (current
Voltage characteristics) of a variable resistive element that can
satisfy the above two conditions and perform unipolar Switch
ing operations. FIG. 66A shows resistive characteristics (cur
rent-Voltage characteristics) of a variable resistive element
when Voltage pulses having short pulse width (voltage appli
cation duration) are applied, and FIG. 66B shows resistive
characteristics (current-Voltage characteristics) of a variable
resistive element when Voltage pulses having long pulse
width (voltage application duration) are applied. In addition,
similar to FIG. 65, FIG. 66 also shows load resistive charac
teristics C of a load circuit as well as two resistive character

istics A, B of a variable resistive element.
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In the current-voltage characteristics shown in FIG. 66A,
threshold voltage VAs for a transition from the high resistance
state (characteristics A) to the low resistance state (character
istics B) as a result of application of Voltage having short
pulse width to a serial circuit is lower in absolute value than
threshold voltage VBs for a transition from the low resistance
state to the high resistance state as a result of application of
Voltagehaving the same pulse width, wherein Voltage equal to
or higher than threshold voltage Vas is applied between both
terminals of the variable resistive element when voltage
pulses absolute value of which is equal to or higher than
threshold voltage VAS is applied to both ends of the serial
circuit, thus causing the transition from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state. Now in the example shown in
FIG. 66A, similar effect to that described in FIG. 64 is

10

widths, while a transition from the low resistance state to the

high resistance State can be stably implemented by applica
tion of voltage pulse of the other of the two different pulse
15

obtained by Substituting a load circuit for setting a current
compliance shown in FIG. 64. In fact, due to presence of the
load circuit, increase in the current through the variable resis
tive element caused by the transition from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state lowers Voltage through the
load circuit, thus automatically reducing Voltage applied to
the variable resistive element. If the load resistive character

istics of a load circuit are properly set, an absolute value of the
voltage applied to the variable resistive element after the
transition to low resistance is lower than the threshold voltage
Vbs for having the resistive characteristics transit from the
low resistance state to the high resistance state, thus imple
menting the transition from the high resistance state to the low
resistance state in a stable manner. However, even if Voltage
equal to or higher than the threshold voltage VBs is applied to
the serial circuit by applying Voltage pulses of same pulse
width after the transition to the low resistance state, no tran
sition from the low resistance state to the high resistance state
occurs (oscillation occurs) because Voltage not less than the
threshold voltage Vbs that is higher than the threshold voltage
Vas is applied between both terminals of the variable resistive
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of the variable resistive element.

widths.

The point to be noted here is as follows: for a variable
resistive element alone, irrespective of whether pulse width is
long or short, threshold voltages Vbs and Vb1 for a transition
from the low resistance state to the high resistance state are
respectively lower than threshold voltages Vas and Val1 for a
transition from the high resistance state to the low resistance
state. Nevertheless, by making a correlation (e.g., voltage
difference or voltage ratio) of the threshold voltages Vas and
Vbs differ from that of the threshold voltages Val1 and Vb1 in
terms of whether pulse width is long or short, and by properly
setting the load resistive characteristics of the load circuit, as
threshold Voltage of Voltage applied to the serial circuit, it is
possible to set the threshold voltage VAs lower in absolute
value than the threshold voltage VBs in short pulse width, and
the threshold voltage VB1 lower in absolute value than the
threshold voltage VA1 in the long pulse width. Consequently,
the magnitude relation of the threshold voltages VAs and VBs
and of the threshold voltages VB1 and VA1 can be reversed,
thus enabling stable unipolar Switching operations by apply
ing Voltage pulses of different pulse width.
Now it is believed that a difference in correlation between

element.

On the contrary, in the current-Voltage characteristics
shown in FIG. 66B, threshold voltage VB1 for a transition
from the low resistance state (characteristics B) to the high
resistance State (characteristics A) as a result of application of
Voltage pulses having long pulse width to the serial circuit is
lower in absolute value than threshold voltage VA1 for a
transition from the high resistance state to the low resistance
state in the same long pulse width, wherein Voltage absolute
value of which is higher than the threshold voltage Vb1 is
applied between both terminals of the variable resistive ele
ment when Voltage absolute value of which is equal to or
higher than the threshold voltage VB1 is applied to both ends
of the serial circuit, causing the transition from the low resis
tance state to the high resistance state. When the load resistive
characteristics of the load circuit are set for the long pulse
width similar to the short pulse width, the absolute value of
voltage applied to the variable resistive element after the
transition to the high resistance state is lower than the thresh
old voltage Val1 for having the resistive characteristics transit
from the high resistance state to the low resistance State, thus
implementing the transition from the low resistance State to
the high resistance state in a stable manner. However, even if
voltage equal to or higher than the threshold voltage VA1 is
applied to the serial circuit, by applying Voltage pulses of the
same long pulse width after the transition to the high resis
tance State, no transition from the high resistance state to the
low resistance state occurs (oscillation occurs) because Volt
age not less than the threshold voltage Val1 that is higher than
the threshold voltage Vb1 is applied between both terminals

10
Thus, with the same pulse width, while the resistive char
acteristics of the variable resistive element only transit from
one to the other of the high resistance state (characteristics A)
and the low resistance state (characteristics B), it cannot
transit in the reverse orientation, which thus makes stable
Switching operations impossible. In contrast, in the conven
tional unipolar Switching operations, through the use of appli
cation of Voltage pulses having two long and short pulse
widths and of same polarity, a transition from the high resis
tance state to the low resistance state is stably implemented by
application of voltage pulse of one of the two different pulse
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the threshold voltages Val1 and Vb1 of the variable resistive
element shown in FIG. 66 due to the length of pulse width
results from a change in the high resistance state (character
istics A) and the low resistance state (characteristics B) of the
variable resistive element caused by changing a resistance
value of the variable resistive element or resistance compo
nents in the vicinity thereof due to Joule heat generated at the
variable resistive element when Voltage pulses of longerpulse
width are applied. In particular, when Voltage amplitude of
Voltage pulses applied to the serial circuit is fixed, generation
of Joule heat will be remarkable in the case that voltage pulses
of long pulse width are applied to the variable resistive ele
ment in the low resistance state (characteristics B). Thus, it is
believed that characteristic change due to difference in pulse
width is most obvious in the resistive characteristics in the

low resistance state (characteristics B). In fact as can be seen
from a comparison of FIGS. 66A and 66B, due to effect of
Joule heat, the resistive characteristics in the low resistance
55
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state (characteristics B) becomes less resistive when Voltage
pulses of long pulse width are applied, and the threshold
voltage VB1 becomes lower than the threshold voltage VBs
of when the pulse width is short.
However, the conventional unipolar Switching operations
are disadvantageous in terms of time and power consumption
needed for writing, because two types of Voltage pulses of
long and short pulse widths should be used.
The present invention was made in light of the above prob
lems of the conventional bipolar Switching operations or uni
polar Switching operations in a nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device comprising a variable resistive element resis
tive characteristics of which vary as a result of application of
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Voltage. The invention aims to provide a nonvolatile semicon
ductor memory device capable of stable Switching operations
at a high speed to variable resistive elements, by applying
Voltages having either one of positive and negative polarities
without differentiating the duration of Voltage application,
based on uniform understanding of the phenomenon of bipo
lar Switching operations or unipolar Switching operations.
A nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention in order to achieve the above object
comprises: a memory cell having a variable resistive element
having two terminals, the variable resistive element having
resistive characteristics defined by current-Voltage character
istics at both ends, the resistive characteristics transiting
between two stably provided resistive characteristics of a low
resistance state and a high resistance state when a Voltage
satisfying a predetermined condition is applied to the both

10
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able resistor is sandwiched between a first electrode and a
second electrode.

ends; a load circuit connected to one end of the variable

between first load resistive characteristics and second load

resistive characteristics, the second load resistive character
25

terized as first characteristics in that a stored state of the
variable resistive element is determined whether the resistive
30

resistance State and written when the resistive characteristics

transit between the low resistance state and the high resis
tance State in response to application of a Voltage to the both
ends of the variable resistive element, the variable resistive

element shows asymmetric characteristics in which when a
polarity of an applied Voltage to one terminal based on the
other terminal is a first polarity, a first threshold voltage is
lower than a second threshold voltage, the first threshold
voltage being a lower limit value of an absolute value of the
applied Voltage required for the resistive characteristics to
transit from the low resistance state to the high resistance
state, the second threshold Voltage being a lower limit value
of an absolute value of the applied voltage required for the
resistive characteristics to transit from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state, and when the polarity of the
applied voltage is a second polarity different from the first
polarity, the first threshold voltage is higher than the second
threshold voltage, the load resistive characteristics of the load
circuit are switched so as to show the first load resistive

characteristics, has fourth characteristics that when the first

polarity is a positive polarity, a Schottky barrier diode is
provided at an interface between an N-type polycrystalline
semiconductor and the lower electrode, the N-type polycrys
talline semiconductor being formed so as to be in contact with

40

polarity is a negative polarity, the Schottky barrier diode is
provided at an interface between a P-type polycrystalline
semiconductor and the lower electrode, the P-type polycrys
talline semiconductor being formed so as to be in contact with

a lower surface of the lower electrode, and when the first

the lower surface of the lower electrode.
45

Moreover, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
according to the present invention, in addition to the fourth
characteristics, has fifth characteristics that when the first

50

resistive characteristics of the variable resistive element tran
55

the serial circuit of the variable resistive element and the load

circuit so that a Voltage of the first polarity having an absolute
value equal to or higher than the first threshold voltage is
applied to the both ends of the variable resistive element of the
memory cell to be written during the first writing operation,
and applies a second writing Voltage to the both ends of the

60

serial circuit of the variable resistive element and the load
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circuit so that the voltage of the first polarity having the
absolute value equal to or higher than the second threshold

According to the third characteristics of the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device of the present invention, an
effect of the sneak path current from the adjacent memory cell
can be reduced without affecting the unipolar Switching
operation.
Moreover, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
according to the present invention, in addition to the third

35

characteristics during a first writing operation in which the
sit from the low resistance state to the high resistance state,
and show the second load resistive characteristics during a
second writing operation in which the resistive characteristics
of the variable resistive element transit from the high resis
tance state to the low resistance state, and the Voltage genera
tion circuit applies a first writing Voltage to the both ends of

Moreover, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
according to the present invention, in addition to the second
characteristics, has third characteristics that the memory cell
has a rectifying element connected to the variable resistive
element in series, and the rectifying element provides forward
bias when the voltage having the first polarity is applied to the
both ends of the variable resistive element.

variable resistive element and the load circuit, and is charac

characteristics are in the low resistance state or the high

characteristics, has second characteristics that the variable

resistive element has a three-layer structure in which a vari

resistive element in series, the load circuit having load resis
tive characteristics defined by the current-voltage character
istics, the load resistive characteristics being Switched
istics having a resistance higher than the first load resistive
characteristics; and a Voltage generation circuit for applying a
voltage to both ends of a serial circuit configured by the
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voltage is applied to the both ends of the variable resistive
element of the memory cell to be written during the second
writing operation.
According to the first characteristics of the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device of the present invention, even
when the variable resistive element shows the bipolar switch
ing characteristics by itself, the Switching operation can be
implemented (unipolar Switching operation can be imple
mented) by applying a Voltage having either positive or nega
tive polarity. Therefore, it is not necessary to provide a selec
tion transistor to avoid the Sneak path current to each memory
cell, and an area per memory cell can be reduced.
Moreover, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
according to the present invention, in addition to the first

polarity is the positive polarity, a P-type impurity is implanted
to a part of a contact region with the lower electrode in the
N-type polycrystalline semiconductor, and when the first
polarity is the negative polarity, an N-type impurity is
implanted to a part of the contact region with the lower
electrode in the P-type polycrystalline semiconductor.
According to the fifth characteristics of the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device of the present invention, when
a reverse voltage is applied to the Schottky barrier diode,
since the reverse current is reduced due to a spread of a
depletion layer from the PN junction as compared with a
general Schottky barrier diode, an excellent device having
less Sneak path current can be provided.
Moreover, the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
according to the present invention, in addition to the third
characteristics, has sixth characteristics that when the first

polarity is the positive polarity, a P-type impurity is implanted
to a part of the contact region with the lower electrode in the
N-type polycrystalline semiconductor, and when the first
polarity is the negative polarity, an N-type impurity is
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implanted to a part of the contact region with the lower
electrode in the P-type polycrystalline semiconductor.
According to the configuration in the present invention,

tance state and low resistance state of the variable resistive

element when measured through the MOSFET as a load
circuit.

FIG. 18 is a block diagram schematically showing a rela
tion among the variable resistive element of a selected
memory cell to be written, the load circuit, and a Voltage

since the resistive characteristics of the variable resistive ele

ment can be changed by applying the Voltage having the same
polarity without changing the Voltage application time, when
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device is configured
So as to have a plurality of memory cells each having the
above variable resistive element, the writing time can be
shortened and the circuit size can be reduced in the nonvola

switch circuit.
10

tile semiconductor memory device.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a schematic configura
tion of a nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram showing a partial configuration
of a cross point memory cell array.
FIG. 3 is a schematic vertical sectional view of memory
cells only consisting of variable resistive elements in the cross
point type memory cell array shown in FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a view showing switching characteristics of the
variable resistive element having the configuration shown in
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FIG. 3.
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metric structure.

resistance State and the low resistance State when the resistive
characteristics of the variable resistive element was measured
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without going through load resistance, and the other is the
current-Voltage characteristic diagrams showing two resistive
characteristics of the high resistance state and the low resis
tance state when the measurement was taken through load
resistance.

FIG. 8 is a view showing one example of the current
voltage characteristics of the variable resistive element show
ing the asymmetric structure.
FIGS. 9A to 9C are schematic views showing a memory
cell in the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram of the nonvolatile semiconduc
tor memory device according to the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a view showing one example of the current
voltage characteristics of the variable resistive element.
FIG. 12 is a view showing one example of a structure of the
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variable resistive element.

FIG. 13 is a view showing switching characteristics of the
variable resistive element provided by switching a load resis
tance.
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FIG. 14 is a view showing current-Voltage characteristics
of the variable resistive element provided by switching the
load resistance.

FIGS. 15A to 15C are views showing an example of the
structure of the variable resistive element.
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FIGS. 16A to 16C are views showing an example of the
structure of the variable resistive element.

FIGS. 17A to 17C are a current-voltage characteristic dia
gram showing the load resistive characteristics of an MOS
FET functioning as a load resistive characteristic variable
circuit, and two types of current-Voltage characteristic dia
grams showing two resistive characteristics of a high resis

variable circuit.

FIG. 20 is a schematic configuration diagram showing the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG. 21 is a schematic plan view showing the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device according to the present
invention.

FIG. 5 is a view showing one example of current-voltage
characteristics of a variable resistive element having an asym
FIG. 6 is a view showing resistive characteristics of the
variable resistive element showing the asymmetric structure.
FIGS. 7A to 7C includes two types of current-voltage
characteristic diagrams: one is the current-voltage character
istic diagram showing two resistive characteristics of the high

FIGS. 19A to 19E are circuit diagrams showing circuit
configuration examples of the load resistive characteristic
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FIGS. 22A and 22B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to a first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 23A and 23B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 24A and 24B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 25A and 25B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 26A and 26B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 27A and 27B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 28A and 28B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 29A and 29B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 30A and 30B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 31A and 31B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 32A and 32B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the first embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG.33 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the first embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present
invention.
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FIG. 34 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the first embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present

16
FIG. 51 is a schematic plan view showing the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device according to the present
invention.

invention.

FIG. 35 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the first embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present
invention.

FIG. 36 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the first embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present

10

invention.

FIG. 37 is a schematic configuration diagram showing the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG. 38 is a schematic plan view showing the nonvolatile
semiconductor memory device according to the present

15

invention.

FIGS. 39A and 39B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to a second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 40A and 40B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 41A and 41B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 42A and 42B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS.43A and 43B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 44A and 44B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 45A and 45B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 46A and 46B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the second embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIG. 47 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the second embodiment of the non
Volatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG. 48 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the second embodiment of the non
Volatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG. 49 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the second embodiment of the non
Volatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIG.50 is a schematic configuration diagram showing the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
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FIGS. 52A and 52B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to a third embodiment of the
nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to the
present invention.
FIGS. 53A and 53B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 54A and 54B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 55A and 55B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 56A and 56B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 57A and 57B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIGS. 58A and 58B are schematic sectional views showing
a manufacturing step according to the third embodiment of
the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device according to
the present invention.
FIG. 59 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the third embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present
invention.

FIG. 60 is a schematic sectional view showing a manufac
turing step according to the third embodiment of the nonvola
tile semiconductor memory device according to the present
40

invention.

FIG. 61 is a configuration diagram showing a memory cell
array having conventional 1T1R type memory cells.
FIGS. 62A and 62B are views showing current-voltage
characteristics of a two-terminal nonlinear element.
45

50

FIG. 63 is a configuration example showing a memory cell
array having 1D1R type memory cells.
FIG. 64 is a graph showing basic resistance variation char
acteristics provided by applying a Voltage to both electrodes
of a variable resistive element having a structure in which a
variable resistor is sandwiched between an upper electrode
and a lower electrode.

FIG. 65 is a graph showing another basic resistance varia
tion characteristics provided by applying a Voltage to both
electrodes of the variable resistive element having the struc
55

ture in which the variable resistor is sandwiched between the

upper electrode and the lower electrode.
FIGS. 66A and 66B are graphs showing resistance varia
tion characteristics of a conventional variable resistive ele

ment capable of performing a bipolar Switching operation.
60

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

Hereinafter, embodiments of a nonvolatile semiconductor
65

memory device according to the present invention (hereinaf
ter occasionally referred to as a “device of the present inven
tion') will be described with reference to the drawings.
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Configuration of Device of the Present Invention
A configuration of the device of the present invention will

18
or the like. In particular, in programming and erasing opera
tions, it controls Voltage amplitude and pulse width of each
voltage pulse to be applied to a memory cell to be written
through the load circuit. Furthermore, in programming and
erasing operations, it executes control for Switching the load

be described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 19. FIG. 1 is one

example of a block diagram showing a schematic configura
tion of the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the device of
the present invention 10 comprises a memory cell array 11, a
word line decoder (corresponding to a word line selection
circuit) 12, a bit line decoder (corresponding to a bit line
selection circuit) 13, a load resistance characteristic variable

resistive characteristics of the load circuit on the load resistive

10

circuit 14, a readout circuit 15, a control circuit 16, and a

voltage switch circuit 17.
The memory cell array 11 comprises a plurality of arrays of
nonvolatile memory cells arranged in a row direction and in a
column direction, respectively, and not only information can
be electrically programmed into memory cells to be

15

addressed from the external, but also information stored in the

decoder12 and the bit line decoder 13 with selected word line

structure in which a variable resistor is sandwiched between

an upper electrode and a lower electrode.
Connecting to respective word lines of the memory cell
array 11, the word line decoder 12 selects, as a selected word
line, a word line of the memory cell array 11 that corresponds
to an address signal entered in the address line 18 for row
selection, and individually applies to the selected word line
and an unselected word line selected word line Voltage and
unselected word line voltage for respective memory opera
tions such as programming, erasing, and readout.
Connecting to respective bit lines of the memory cell array

25

11, the bit line decoder 13 selects, as a selected bit line, a bit

35

controls the word line decoder 12 and bit line decoder 13 to

40

WL3. As shown in FIG. 2, the memory cell array 11 has the
cross-point type memory cell array structure, wherein a plu
rality of memory cells M of two-terminal structure having
variable resistive elements that store information as a result

45

changes in electrical resistance are arranged in a row direction
and in a column direction, respectively. It comprises a plural
ity of word lines extending in the row direction and a plurality
of bit lines extending in the column direction, wherein each of
the memory cells in the same row has one end connected to a
common word line, and each of the memory cells in the same
column has the other end connected to a common bit line.

50

As each memory cell constituting the memory cell array 11
of the device of the present invention 10, a memory cell
configured as follows is assumed: when Voltage pulses for
writing (for programming and for erasing) are applied
between two terminals of the variable resistive element hav

55

ing two-terminal structure, resistive characteristics specified
by current-voltage characteristics of the variable resistive
element change, i.e., electrical resistance changes under cer
tain bias conditions, which thus enables programming of
information.

60

FIG. 3 is a schematic sectional structure diagram showing
the variable resistive element constituting the memory cell.
As shown in FIG.3, a variable resistive element 21 constitut

ing the memory cell M has a three-layer structure including a
lower electrode 22, a variable resistor 23, and an upper elec
trode 24. In addition, although the variable resistor 23 is

of the selected word line, unselected word line, selected bit
switch circuit 17, the word line decoder 12, bit line decoder 13

Data readout is performed from the memory cell array 11
through the bit line decoder 13 and a readout circuit 15. The
readout decoder 15 judges status of data, sends result thereof
to the control circuit 16, and outputs it to the data line 19.
FIG. 2 schematically shows partial configuration of the
cross-point type memory cell array 11. In FIG. 2, in the
memory cell array 11, memory cells M are held at intersec
tions of four bit lines BLO to BL3 and four word lines WLO to

control readout, programming and erasing operations of the
memory cell array 11. Specifically, in each memory opera
tion, the control circuit executes control for applying to each
line and unselected bit line, predetermined Voltage corre
sponding to the respective memory operations, on the Voltage

voltage, unselected word line voltage, selected bit line volt
age and unselected bit line Voltage necessary for readout,
programming and erasing operations of the memory cell
array 11. Vcc represents service Voltage (Supply Voltage), VSS
represents ground Voltage, Vpp represents Voltage for pro
gramming, Vee represents Voltage for erasing, and Vr repre
sents Voltage for readout. In the configuration shown in FIG.
1, selected word line Voltage in programming and erasing
operations is supplied to the word line decoder 12 through the
load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14.

30

acteristic variable circuit 14 Switches between two different

load resistive characteristics (low resistance State and high
resistance State) the load resistive characteristics specified by
the current-Voltage characteristics of a load circuit that elec
trically connects to a selected memory cell in series that was
selected from the memory cell array 11 as a target of writing
by the word line decoder 12 and bit line decoder 13 in pro
gramming or erasing operation. In the device of the present
invention 10 shown in FIG.1, as an example, the load resistive
characteristic variable circuit 14 is provided between the
word line decoder 12 and a voltage switch circuit 17.
The control circuit 16 controls the respective memory
operations of programming, erasing and read out of the
memory cell array 11. Based on an address signal entered
from the address line 18, data entry made from the data line 19
(in programming operation), and a control input signal
entered from a control signal line 20, the control circuit 16

from one resistive characteristic to the other is defined as

programming and a transition in the reverse direction is
defined as erasing.
The voltage switch circuit 17 provides the word line

addressed memory cells can be read out. More specifically,
information is stored in specific memory cells in the memory
cell array 11 that correspond to an address signal entered from
an address line 18, and the information is outputted to an
external device through a data line 19. Here, each memory
cell includes a variable resistive element having a three-layer

line of the memory cell array 11 that corresponds to an
address signal entered in the address line 18 for column
selection, and individually applies to the selected bit line and
an unselected bit line selected bit line voltage and unselected
bit line Voltage for respective memory operations such as
programming, erasing, and readout.
Controlled by a control circuit 16, the load resistive char

characteristic variable circuit 14. In the example shown in
FIG. 1, the control circuit 16 is provided with the capability in
general as an address buffer circuit, a data input/output buffer
circuit, a control input buffer circuit (not shown). In addition,
programming and erasing mean a transition (Switching)
between the two resistive characteristics (low resistance state
and high resistance state) of a variable resistive element com
prising memory cells, to be discussed later, and a transition

65

sandwiched between two electrodes of the lower electrode 22

and the upper electrode 24, in a vertical direction in FIG. 3, a
direction the variable resistor 23 is sandwiched is not limited
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to the vertical direction (that is, a direction perpendicular to a
substrate surface) and the variable resistor 23 may be sand
wiched between the two electrodes formed in a direction

parallel to the substrate surface. The following description
will be made assuming that the variable resistive element 21
has the configuration in which the variable resistor 23 is
sandwiched between the two electrodes formed in the vertical
direction as shown in FIG. 3.

The variable resistive element 21 composing the memory
cell in the device of the present invention is configured such
that upper and lower sides thereof are asymmetric. For
example, the lower electrode 22 and the upper electrode 24

10

are formed of different metal materials, or have different

electrode areas. Alternatively, the asymmetric configuration
of the upper and lower sides may be provided by differenti
ating a contact state of an interface between the variable

15

resistor 23 and the lower electrode 22, from a contact state of

an interface between the variable resistor 23 and the upper
electrode 24. For example, the lower electrode 22 is formed of
TiN, the variable resistor 23 is formed of titanium oxynitride

(TiO.N.) by oxidizing an upper surface of the TiN electrode,

and the upper electrode 24 is formed by depositing Pt, TiN.W.
Co, Ni or the like thereon. That is, each memory cell in the
memory cell array 11 of the device 10 of the present invention
includes the vertically asymmetric variable resistive element
21, and the above-described bipolar switching can be imple
mented when Voltages having both positive and negative
polarities are applied. For example, the resistive characteris

25

ends of the variable resistive element 21. In addition, in FIG.

tics of the variable resistive element 21 can be switched

between the low resistance state and the high resistance State
by alternately applying a first writing Voltage in which the
upper electrode 24 shows a negative polarity based on the
lower electrode 22, and a second writing Voltage in which it
shows a positive polarity as an opposite polarity, to both ends
of the variable resistive element 21 for a predetermined period
of time. FIG. 4 is a graph showing a change in resistive

30
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characteristics of the variable resistive element 21 when -3 V

as the first writing Voltage and +3 V as the second writing
Voltage are applied alternately for 30 ns. Thus, according to
the variable resistive element 21 of the device 10 of the

40

switched, that is, the variable resistive element 21 shows the

bipolar Switching characteristics when the Voltages of posi
tive and negative polarities are applied alternately.
One reason that the above variable resistive element 21

5, R designates the internal resistance Rc when the positive
Voltage is applied, and r designates the internal resistance Ric
when the negative Voltage is applied.
As shown in FIG. 5, according to the variable resistive
element having the asymmetric characteristics, the magni
tude relations of the absolute values of the threshold voltages
are reversed according to the polarity of the applied Voltage.
More specifically, in the case of the positive polarity, the
threshold voltage Va" to cause a transition from the high
resistance state to the low resistance state is lower than a

present invention, the resistive characteristics thereof can be

shows the bipolar switching characteristics are believed that it
has a Schottky junction. That is, as described above, a mate
rial constituting the variable resistor 23 that contributes to the
resistance change is formed by oxidizing the Surface of the
lower electrode 22 (TiN), in the variable resistive element 21.
The variable resistor 23 is composed of the titanium oxyni
tride and has a thin film structure in which oxygen concen
tration is highest at a surface and nitrogen concentration
becomes continuously high toward inside. That is, an ohmic
contact is provided at a boundary between the lower electrode
22 and the variable resistor 23 due to continuous composition
change. Meanwhile, since the upper electrode 24 is formed by
depositing a new electrode material on the variable resistor
23, discontinuous composition change is formed at an inter
face between the upper electrode 24 and the variable resistor
23. The variable resistor 23 shows N-type conductivity
because an impurity is introduced and oxygen is lost during a
manufacturing process. When a metal having a relatively
large work function such as Pt, TiN. W. Co, or Ni is used for
the upper electrode, the Schottky junction is formed at the
interface with the upper electrode, so that the condition of the
bipolar Switching is satisfied.

20
FIG. 5 shows one example of current-voltage characteris
tics of the variable resistive element 21 having the asymmet
ric structure. In addition, FIG. 5 is provided such that the
resistance component of the variable resistive element 21 is
decomposed to a variable resistance component RV transiting
between the low resistance state and the high resistance State
based on the applied Voltage, and an asymmetric resistance
component Ric whose value is not changed depending on the
amount of the applied Voltage but changed depending on the
polarity of the applied Voltage, and the graph is made of the
state of the variable resistance component RV regarding the
asymmetric resistance component Ric as an internal resis
tance. That is, in FIG. 5, when the transit phenomenon is
generated between the low resistance state and the high resis
tance state, the applied Voltage required to generate the transit
phenomenon corresponds to a Voltage value shown at a point
where an extended line connecting a point (characteristic
point) showing the state before the transition to a character
istic point after the transition crosses a Voltage axis, in the I-V
characteristic curves in FIG. 5. One example will be
described hereinafter. In order to transit (the state of the
variable resistance component RV of) the variable resistive
element 21 from a characteristic point T11 to a characteristic
point T12, it is necessary to apply a Voltage Va" shown at a
point where a line connecting the characteristic point T12 to
the characteristic point T11 and extending toward the side of
the characteristic point T11 crosses the voltage axis, to both

45
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threshold voltage Vb to cause a transition from the low
resistance state to the high resistance State, while in the case
of the negative polarity, an absolute value Va of a threshold
Voltage to cause the transition from the high resistance state to
the low resistance state is larger than an absolute value Vb of
a threshold voltage to cause the transition from the low resis
tance state to the high resistance State. In other words, when
the positive voltage that is equal to or higher than Va" but
lower than Vb is applied to both ends of the variable resistive
element 21, the transition from the high resistance State (A) to
the low resistance state (B) can be stably made, and when the
negative Voltage having an absolute value that is equal to or
higher than Vb-but lower than Va is applied to both ends of
the variable resistive element 21, the transition from the low

55
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resistance state (B) to the high resistance state (A) can be
stably made.
Meanwhile, when Voltages having the same polarity are
applied to the variable resistive element 21, the resistive char
acteristics are kept constant and not changed. FIG. 6 is a graph
showing a change in resistance state after the positive Volt
ages are applied repeatedly for the same period of time as in
the above Switching operation, in which the resistance state is
not changed by the Voltage application. That is, according to
FIGS. 4 and 6, it can be understood that when the voltages
having positive and negative polarities are applied alternately
for the same period of time to both ends of the variable
resistive element having the asymmetric structure, the Vari
able resistive element shows the Switching characteristics in
which the transition is made between the low resistance state
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and the high resistance state alternately, but when the Voltages
having the same polarity (only the positive polarity or the
negative polarity) are sequentially applied for the same period

22
applied voltage lies in the fact that the Schottky junction is
the vertically asymmetric configuration of the variable resis

of time, the variable resistive element does not show the

tive element 21 as described above.

formed between the electrode and the variable resistor due to

Thus, according to the above bipolar Switching, the resis

Switching characteristics.
When the transition is made from the high resistance state

tive characteristics of the variable resistive element 21 are

to the low resistance state or when the transition is made from

the low resistance state to the high resistance state in FIG. 5,
an inclination of the line connecting the I-V characteristic
point before the transition to the I-V characteristic point after
the transition is determined based on the resistance compo

10

nent in the variable resistive element 21. That is, the resis

tance of the variable resistive element 21 can be decomposed
to the variable resistance RV mainly attributed to the variable
resistor 23, and the predetermined internal resistance Rc
determined by the interface state or the like between the
variable resistor 23 and the upper electrode 24 or the lower
electrode 22, and they can be regarded as being connected in

15

The load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14 in the

device 10 of the present invention can control the resistance

series.

For example, referring to FIG. 5, when a transition is made
from the high resistance state to the low resistance state by
applying the voltage Va" to both ends of the variable resistive
element 21 (a transition from the characteristic point T11 to
the characteristic point T12), the variable resistance RV is
changed from the high resistance state to the low resistance

value of the load resistance RZ connected to one end of the

variable resistive element 21 in series. Since the voltage
applied to both ends of the variable resistive element 21 can
be controlled by changing the value of the load resistance RZ,
the resistance state of the variable resistive element 21 can be
25

state, so that the resistance ratio between the variable resis

tance RV and the internal resistance Rc is changed. Mean
while, since the voltage applied to both ends of the variable
resistive element 21 is not changed before and after the
change of the variable resistance RV, the Voltage applied to
both ends of the variable resistance RV is determined by
dividing the voltage applied to both ends of the variable
resistive element 21 by the resistance ratio between the vari

of the load resistance RZ.
30
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reduced. That is, in FIG. 5, the voltage value at the character
istic point T12 is smaller than that of the characteristic point
40

tance state to the high resistance State by applying the Voltage
-Vb to both ends of the variable resistive element 21 (a
transition from the characteristic point T13 to the character
istic point T14), the description can be made similarly to the
45

value of the variable resistance RV is increased, and the volt

increased. That is, in FIG. 5, the voltage value (absolute
value) at the characteristic point T14 is larger than that of the
characteristic point T13.
In addition, in FIG. 5, the inclination of the line between

55
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trode 22, and resistance ratio between the variable resistance

RV and the internal resistance Ric varies depending on the
polarity even when the variable resistance RV is in the same
high resistance state. Thus, the reason that the value of the
internal resistance Ric varies depending on the polarity of the

show the symmetric property with respect to the positive and
negative polarities. According to Such variable resistive ele
ment 21, since the resistive characteristics when the positive
Voltage is applied and the resistive characteristics when the
negative Voltage is applied are symmetric, the description will
be made below with reference to the resistive characteristics

50

the variable resistance RV and the internal resistance Rc is

the characteristic points T11 and T12 and the inclination of
the line between the characteristic points T13 and the T14
show asymmetric property. This asymmetric property is pro
vided because the internal resistance Ric varies depending on
the polarity of the voltage applied to both ends of the variable
resistive element 21, that is, the positive and negative polari
ties of the upper electrode 24 with respect to the lower elec

consideration (the resistive characteristics become asymmet
ric between the positive and negative polarities of the applied
Voltage).
First, a description will be made of the case where the
resistive characteristics of the variable resistive element 21

tance RV and the internal resistance Rc is changed because the
age applied to both ends of the variable resistance RV deter
mined by dividing the voltage applied to both ends of the
variable resistive element 21 by the resistance ratio between

trolled by controlling the load resistance, assuming that the
variable resistive element 21 only has the variable resistance
RV (the resistive characteristics are symmetric with respect to
the positive and negative polarities of the applied Voltage) to
facilitate the understanding of the description, and then a
description will be made of the case where the internal resis
tance Rc of the variable resistive element 21 is taken into

T11.

above. That is, the resistance ratio between the variable resis

First, a description will be made of the fact that the resis
tance state of the variable resistive element 21 can be con

lowered because the value of the variable resistance RV is

Meanwhile, when a transition is made from the low resis

changed within the range of the I-V characteristic graph
shown in FIG. 5 by adjusting the level of the voltage applied
to both ends of a serial circuit configured by the load resis
tance RZ and the variable resistive element 21, and the value

able resistance RV and the internal resistance Rc, so that the

voltage applied to both ends of the variable resistance RV is

changed by applying the positive and negative Voltages alter
nately using the fact that the value of the internal resistance Rc
varies depending on the polarity.
However, according to the structure of the device 10 of the
present invention, when the load resistive characteristics of
the load circuit are changed by using the load resistive char
acteristic variable circuit 14, the Switching characteristics can
be implemented by sequentially applying the Voltage having
the same polarity for the same period of time even in the
variable resistive element 21 having the above-described
asymmetric structure. This will be described in detail below.
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shown when the positive Voltage is applied.
FIG. 7A is the I-V characteristic curve showing two resis
tive characteristics of high resistance state (characteristics A)
and low resistance state (characteristics B) of a variable resis
tive element when it is measured without going through load
resistance. In the high resistance state, a transition from the
high resistance state to the low resistance state occurs at a
characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia). In the low resistance state, a
transition from the low resistance State to the high resistance
state occurs at a characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib). Hereinafter,
the absolute value Va of the voltage required for the transition
from the high resistance state to the low resistance state is
referred to as a “second threshold voltage', and the absolute
value Vb of the voltage required for the transition from the
low resistance state to the high resistance state is referred to as
a “first threshold voltage'. In addition, the absolute value Ia of
the current when the voltage between both ends of the vari
able resistive element in the high resistance state is the second
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threshold voltage Va is referred to as a “second threshold

24
(voltage amplitude of Voltage pulses) to be applied to a serial

current, and the absolute value Ib of the current when the

circuit of a load circuit and a variable resistive element

voltage between both ends of the variable resistive element in
the low resistance state is the first threshold voltage Vb is

(memory cell). If load resistance of resistance value R2 is
connected in series to a variable resistive element having the

referred to as a “first threshold current'.

resistive characteristics shown in FIG. 7A, the load resistive

First, we describe a range of load resistive characteristics
desirable for a transition from the high resistance state to the
low resistance state, and a range of drive Voltage Vda (voltage
amplitude of voltage pulses) to be applied to a serial circuit of
a load circuit and a variable resistive element (memory cell).

characteristics passing through the characteristic point Tb
(Vb, Ib) are plotted as a straight line C2 in FIG.7C. Then, the
drive voltage Vdb is defined as a “first critical voltage VB. In
order to perform a stable operation from the low resistance
state to the high resistance state, it is required that the load

10

Ifload resistance of resistance value R1 is connected in series

resistive characteristic line C2 intersect the I-V characteristic

to a variable resistive element having the resistive character

curve in the high resistance state at a point T2 (Vt2. It2) on the
low voltage side of the characteristic point Ta (Va, Ia) from the
high resistance state to the low resistance state. In fact, the
load resistance characteristic line C2 going through the char
acteristic point Tb in FIG. 7C can be expressed by the Equa
tion (5):

istics shown in FIG. 7A, the load resistive characteristics

passing through the characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia) are plotted
as a straight line C1 in FIG. 7B. Then, the drive voltage Vda
is defined as a “second critical voltage VA’.

15

Here, FIG. 7A shows the case where the first threshold

voltage Vb is lower than the second threshold voltage Va. In
this case, although the transition from the low resistance State
to the high resistance state can be stably made by applying the
voltage that is equal to or higher than Vb but lower thanVa, to
the variable resistive element 21, even when the voltage equal
to or higher than the second threshold Voltage Va is applied,
the low resistance state (characteristics B) is not stably pro
vided since this Voltage is equal to or higher than the first
threshold voltage Vb. In other words, FIG. 7A shows the
characteristics in which only the transition from the high
resistance State to the low resistance state can be stably made.

Now, in order to satisfy the above requirement, V<Va
should be satisfied when IIa. Thus, the Equation (5) and the
condition lead to the following Equation (6):
25

In the characteristics shown in FIG. 7A, in order for the

variable resistive element 21 to transit from the high resis
tance state to the low resistance State in a stable manner by
changing the load resistance RZ, it is required that the load

30

resistive characteristic line C1 intersect the I-V characteristic

curve in the low resistance state at a point T1 (Vt1. It1) on the
low voltage side of the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib) from
the low resistance state to the high resistance state. In fact, the
load resistance characteristic line C1 going through the char
acteristic point Ta in FIG. 7B can be expressed by the Equa
tion (1):

35
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Now, in order to satisfy the above requirement, V<Vb
should be satisfied when I-Ib. Thus, the Equation (1) and the
condition lead to the following Equation (2):
45

Now, the resistance value in the left term of the Equation
(2) corresponds to the critical resistance value. The resistance
value R1 corresponds to the first resistance value, and can be
expressed by the following Equation (3) by using respective
coordinate values of the characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia) and
the intersecting point T1 (Vt1. It1).
Furthermore, then, the voltage amplitude Vda of voltage
pulses that have the variable resistive element transit from the
high resistance state to the low resistance state through load
resistance should have higher Voltage than the second critical
voltage VA. In fact, since the value obtained by substituting 0
for I in the Equation (1) showing the load resistive character
istic line C1 is the second critical voltage VA, the voltage
amplitude Vda should satisfy the following Equation (4).
Vda-Va-R1xIa
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Furthermore, then, the voltage amplitude Vdb of voltage
pulses that have the variable resistive element transit from the
low resistance state to the high resistance state through load
resistance should have higher Voltage than the first critical
voltage VB. In fact, since the value obtained by substituting 0
for I in the Equation (5) showing the load resistive character
istic line C2 is the first critical voltage VB, the voltage ampli
tude Vdb should satisfy the following Equation (8).
In the above description, although the second critical volt
age VA and the first critical voltage VB are different, it is
possible to set same Voltage to Voltage amplitude Vda of
voltage pulses for having the variable resistive element from
the high resistance state to the low resistance State and Voltage
amplitude Vdb of voltage pulses for having the variable resis
tive element from the low resistance state to the high resis
tance state, as far as they satisfy the Equations (4) and (8).
In this case, for instance, in Switching operation from the
low resistance state to the high resistance State, the Voltage
amplitude Vdb has considerably higher voltage than the first
critical voltage VB, and in FIG.7C, even if the load resistive
characteristic line C2 moves in parallel to the right (the high
voltage direction) and the intersection between the load resis
tive characteristic line C2 and the I-V characteristic curve in
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(4)

We continue to describe a range of load resistive charac

Now, the resistance value in the left term of the Equation
(6) corresponds to the critical resistance value. The resistance
value R2 corresponds to the second resistance value, and can
be expressed by the following Equation (7) by using respec
tive coordinate values of the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib)
and the intersecting point T2 (Vt2. It2).

65

the high resistance state (characteristics A) moves to the high
voltage side of the characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia), then bidi
rectional transitions occur between the high resistance State
and the low resistance state, thus leading to unstable oscilla
tion condition. However, when application of Voltage pulses
ends, the load resistive characteristic line C2 moves in paral
lel to the left (direction of low voltage) as the voltage ampli
tude Vdblowers, and the intersection between the load resis

teristics desirable for a transition from the low resistance state

tive characteristic line C2 and the I-V characteristic curve in

to the high resistance state, and a range of drive Voltage Vdb

the high resistance state (characteristics A) moves to the low
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tion
of
the
positive
Voltage
(unipolar Switching), by the
Voltage side of the characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia). Thus, a
transition to the high resistance state finally occurs and the switching control of the value of the load resistance RZ.
resistive characteristics become stable in the high resistance Similarly, when it is assumed that the transition from the high
state. Furthermore, in Switching operation from the high resistance state (A) to the low resistance state (B) can be
resistance State to the low resistance state, the Voltage ampli- 5 stably made with the negative Voltage by setting the load
tude Vda has considerably higher Voltage than the second resistance RZ to a predetermined value Z (>0), the switching
critical voltage VA, and in FIG. 7B, even if the load resistive characteristics are provided in response to only the applica
characteristic line C1 moves in parallel to the right (the high tion of the negative Voltage (unipolar Switching), by the
voltage direction) and the intersection between the load resis switching control of the value of the load resistance RZ. In
tive characteristic line C1 and the I-V characteristic curve in 10 other words, since the Switching characteristics can be pro
the low resistance state (characteristics B) moves to the high vided in response to the applied Voltage having the same
voltage side of the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib), then polarity, the advantage of the unipolar Switching can be
bidirectional transitions occur between the high resistance obtained. In view of the above consideration, it will be veri
state and the low resistance state, thus leading to unstable fied whether the transition from the low resistance state to the
oscillation condition. However, when application of Voltage 15 high resistance state can be stably made in response to the
pulses ends, the load resistive characteristic line C1 moves in application of the positive Voltage and whether the transition
parallel to the left (direction of low voltage) as the voltage from the high resistance state to the low resistance state can be
amplitude Vda lowers, and the intersection between the load stably made in response to the application of the negative
resistive characteristic line C1 and the I-V characteristic
Voltage, by changing the value of the load resistance RZ.
curve in the low resistance state (characteristics B) moves to 20 First, it will be verified whether or not the transition from
the low voltage side of the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib). the low resistance state (B) to the high resistance state (A) can
Thus, a transition to the low resistance state finally occurs and be stably made in the range of the positive polarity, by
the resistive characteristics becomes stable in the low resis
increasing the value of the load resistance RZ. That is, refer
tance state. Then, due to the above, it is possible to set the ring to FIG. 8, when the load resistance RZ is increased after
voltage amplitude Vda and the voltage amplitude Vdb to same 25 the voltage is applied to satisfy the characteristic point T15
Voltage in the device of the present invention.
(or at the same time of this application), the resistive charac
In view of the above consideration, when the internal resis
teristics of the variable resistive element 21 transit to the high
tance Rc of the variable resistive element 21 is considered,
resistance state, and the characteristic point is moved from
that is, when the resistive characteristics become asymmetric T15 to T16z. However, since the voltage at the T16Z is higher
based on the positive and negative applied Voltages, a descrip- 30 than the voltage at the characteristic point T11 to cause the
tion will be made below of a case where the transition of the
transition from the high resistance state to the low resistance
resistance state of the variable resistive element 21 is con
state, the resistance state cannot be stable in the high resis
trolled by switching the load resistance RZ. Here also, the tance state and becomes an oscillation state. That is, even
description will be made of the variable resistive element 21 when the value of the load resistance RZ is changed, the
showing the I-V characteristics in FIG. 5.
35 transition from the low resistance state (B) to the high resis
The graph of the I-V characteristics in FIG. 5 shows a tance State (A) still cannot be stably made in the range of the
relation between the voltage applied to both ends of the serial positive polarity, and the unipolar Switching cannot be per
circuit of the load resistance RZ, and the variable resistive

formed.

element 21 and the current flowing in the serial circuit under

Next, it is verified whether or not the transition from the
the condition that the load resistance RZ-0. Thus, as the load 40 high resistance state (A) to the low resistance state (B) can be
the load resistance RZ is connected to the internal resistance

stably made in the range of the negative polarity, by increas
ing the value of the load resistance RZ. That is, referring to

Rc in series, it is equivalent to adding the resistance value of

FIG.98, when the load resistance RZ is increased after the

resistance RZ is sequentially increased from this state, since

voltage is applied to satisfy the characteristic point T17 (or at
resistance Rc in FIG. 5, so that the load resistance component 45 the same time of this application), the resistive characteristics
(Rc+RZ) connected in series to the variable resistance com of the variable resistive element 21 transit to the low resis
ponent RV (showing the symmetric property) in the variable tance state, and the characteristic point is moved from T17 to
resistive element 21 is increased (the inclination of the load T18Z. Since the position of the characteristic point T18Z is
resistance component in FIG. 5 becomes gentle). A descrip moved toward the origin as the value of the load resistance RZ

the load resistance RZ to the resistance value of the internal

tion will be made of the above with reference to FIG. 8 shown 50

in the same way as FIG. 5.

is increased, when the value of the load resistance RZ is set so

that at least the absolute value of the voltage at the character
When the load resistance RZ is not considered, that is, when
istic point T18Z may be smaller than the absolute value of the
the load resistance RZ-0, according to the above consider voltage at the characteristic point T13 to cause the transition
ation, in the case where the positive Voltage is applied, from the low resistance state to the high resistance state, the
although the transition from the high resistance state (A) to 55 transition from the high resistance state (A) to the low resis
the low resistance state (B) can be stably made, the transition tance state (B) can be stably made.
Consequently, the Switching operation can be imple
from the low resistance state (B) to the high resistance state
(A) cannot be stably made. Meanwhile, in the case where the mented only in the range of the negative polarity in the vari
negative Voltage is applied, although the transition from the able resistive element showing the I-V characteristics in FIG.
low resistance state (B) to the high resistance State (A) can be 60 8, by adjusting the value of the load resistance RZ.
In other words, to implement the unipolar Switching in the
stably made, the transition from the high resistance state (A)
to the low resistance state (B) cannot be stably made. There variable resistive element enabling the bipolar switching
operation, the unipolar Switching cannot be implemented by
fore, when it is assumed that the transition from the low
resistance state (B) to the high resistance state (A) can be the positive or negative polarity, but under the state where the
stably made with the positive Voltage by increasing the load 65 load resistance RZ is not considered, the unipolar Switching
resistance RZ to a predetermined value Z (>0), the switching can be implemented only by the polarity in which the first
characteristics are provided in response to only the applica threshold voltage to be applied to both ends of the variable
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resistive element to cause the transition from the low resis

state to the low resistance state cannot be made. That is, the

tance state to the high resistance state is lower than the second
threshold voltage to be applied to both ends of the variable
resistive element to cause the transition from the high resis

variable resistive element 21 having the above structure can
not perform the Switching operation by itself, so that it does
not have the bipolar Switching characteristics.
Based on the above technical concept, as shown in FIG. 12,
a sequential Switching can be implemented by either positive
or negative Voltage application in Such variable resistive ele
ment 21 by connecting the load resistance to the variable
resistive element in series and changing the load resistance.
According to this example, in the case where the positive
Voltage is applied to the upper electrode 24, when the load
resistance RZ of 100 kS2 is connected to change from a high
resistance to a low resistance, the sequential Switching can be
implemented (refer to FIG. 13). FIG. 13 is a graph showing a
resistance change of the variable resistive element 21, pro
vided by alternately repeating the case where the positive
voltage 1.5V is applied for 30 ns without passing through the
load resistance RZ (RZ-0) and the case where the positive
voltage 3V is applied for 30 ns through the load resistance RZ
(RZ-100 kS2).
Similarly, when the negative Voltage is applied, the Switch
ing can be implemented by repeating the case where the
negative Voltage -1 V is applied for 30 ns without passing
through the load resistance RZ (RZ-0) and the case where the
negative voltage -5.5V is applied for 30 ns through the load
resistance RZ (RZ-300 kS2). FIG. 14 shows I-V characteris

tance state to the low resistance state. Therefore, when the

value of the load resistance is adjusted and the voltage of the
polarity to satisfy the above condition is applied, since the
resistive characteristics can be changed, the advantage of the
unipolar Switching can be obtained such that it is not neces
sary to apply both positive and negative Voltages and the
configuration of the memory cell can be simplified.
Thus, in order to implement the unipolar Switching in the
variable resistive element having the bipolar Switching char
acteristics, since it is necessary to take care of the polarity of
the applied voltage, when the memory cell is the 1D1R type
having Such a variable resistive element and a rectifying
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element, it is to be connected so as to be forward-biased when

the Voltage having the polarity enabling the unipolar Switch
ing operation is applied.
For example, when the unipolar Switching can be imple
mented by applying the Voltage enabling the upper electrode
24 to have the positive polarity with respect to the lower
electrode 22, the unit memory cell can be formed when the
rectifying element is connected so that forward bias can be
applied when the positive Voltage is applied as conceptually
shown in FIG.9A. Specifically, a PN junction diode is to be

25

formed under the lower electrode 22 as shown in FIG.9B, or

tics of the variable resistive element 21 when the resistive

a Schottky barrier diode is to be formed at an interface
between an N-type polycrystalline semiconductor and the

characteristics are changed under Such conditions.
According to this structure, the material showing the resis
tance change is the copper oxide film formed by oxidizing the
copper Surface, and the film is a thin film in which an oxygen
concentration is highest at a surface and the oxygen concen

lower electrode 22 as shown in FIG. 9C.

Furthermore, as shown in a conceptual view in FIG. 10, a
semiconductor memory device capable of performing a high
speed writing operation can be provided by arranging the
memory cells having the above structure to form a circuit
capable of changing the load resistance of a drive transistor
connected to the word line or the bit line. Although the load
resistance is changed by controlling a gate Voltage of the drive

30

tration becomes lower toward an inner side thereof. That is,
35

24 and the variable resistor 23. The variable resistive material

transistor in FIG. 10, the same effect can be achieved, for

example, when the load resistance is changed by Switching
the two transistors having different channel widths.
The above description has been made of the method for
implementing the unipolar Switching by adjusting the load
resistance when the variable resistive element has the bipolar
Switching characteristics. Hereinafter, as a reference
example, a brief description will be made of a case where the
unipolar Switching is implemented by adjusting a value of the

40
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load resistance when the variable resistive element does not

have the bipolar Switching characteristics, that is, when only
the transition from the low resistance state to the high resis
tance state can be stably made by either the positive and
negative polarities in the variable resistive element by itself.
For example, the lower electrode 22 is formed of copper,
and the variable resistor 23 is formed by oxidizing the copper
surface, and the upper electrode 24 is formed of Ti, Ta, and W
in the structure shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 11 shows current

50

has a property of P-type conductivity due to impurity intro
duction and oxygen loss. When a metal having a relatively
small work function such as Ti, Ta, or W is used for the upper
electrode 24, although the Schottky junction is formed at the
interface between the variable resistor 23 and the upper elec
trode 24, extreme positive and negative asymmetric property
shown in the above variable resistive element formed by
oxidizing titanium nitride does not appear. That is, although
the rates between the first threshold voltage and the second
threshold voltage differ depending on the polarity, and the
difference in work function is shown between the upper and
lower electrodes, it does not cause their magnitude relation to
be reversed.

As described above, in the case of the variable resistive
55

Voltage characteristics (resistance characteristics) when a
voltage is applied to both ends of the variable resistive ele
ment 21 having such a structure. Unlike the case where the
lower electrode 22 is formed of TiN, a second threshold

Voltage required to make a transition from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state is higher than a first threshold
Voltage required to make a transition from the low resistance
state to the high resistance state in both the cases where the
applied writing Voltage is positive and negative. While the
above structure shows, either in the positive or negative polar
ity, a stable transition from the low resistance state to the high
resistance State, the stable transition from the high resistance

the ohmic junction is formed between the lower electrode 22
and the variable resistor 23 due to the continuous composition
change. Meanwhile, the interface having a discontinuous
composition change is formed between the upper electrode

element not showing the bipolar Switching characteristics,
either in the positive or negative polarity, the unipolar Switch
ing operation can be implemented by adjusting the value of
the load resistance. That is, in the case of the 1D1R type
memory cell, only the direction of the connected rectifying
element based on the polarity of the applied voltage has to be
decided. However, since the resistive characteristics differ a
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little depending on which polarity is used, the polarity to be
used can be selected depending on the purpose. This case will
be described with reference to FIG. 14.

For example, the absolute value of the threshold current to
cause the transition from the low resistance characteristics to
65

the high resistance characteristics is larger in the case where
the positive Voltage is applied to the upper electrode 24 than
in the case where the negative Voltage is applied to the upper
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electrode 24 (It21>It23 in FIG. 14). Meanwhile, the absolute
value of the threshold voltage to cause the transition from the
high resistance characteristics to the low resistance charac
teristics is larger in the case where the negative Voltage is
applied to the upper electrode 24 than in the case where the
positive Voltage is applied to the upper electrode 24
(Vt24>Vt22 in FIG. 14). In the case where the rectifying
element is forwardly arranged when the negative Voltage is
applied to the upper electrode 24 as shown in FIG. 15, the
current required for the writing operation can be small, and
the writing speed of the memory block can be improved due
to a reduction in current consumption and parallel writing.
Meanwhile, it is necessary to set a reading current so as to be
Smaller since the resistance change occurs at a low current,
and since the reading speed is a little slow, the structure is
mainly advantageous in a memory having a relatively large
size in which a design rule is 130 nm or more and a mobile
memory. Meanwhile, in the case where the rectifying element
is forwardly arranged when the positive Voltage is applied to
the upper electrode 24 as shown in FIG. 16, although the
current required for the change from the low resistance to the
high resistance is large, since the Voltage for the change from
the high resistance to the low resistance is low, the drive
transistor can be used at a relatively low Voltage, and the
reading current can be sufficiently obtained, so that the read
ing operation can be performed at high speed. Thus, since the
current required for the change from the low resistance to the
high resistance is reduced due to miniaturization, the struc
ture is advantageously used in a high-performance memory in
which a design rule is 130 nm or less.
Respective threshold voltages or threshold currents and
critical voltages or the like described above should be mea
Sured or evaluated by means of Voltage pulses of pulse width
as short as Voltage pulses to be actually applied to the serial
circuits of the load circuits and the memory cells. This is
because each threshold Voltage may change under the influ
ence of Voltage application duration when the resistive char
acteristics of the variable resistive element have remarkable
temperature-responsiveness.
In addition, in the above description of the principle of
operation and a method of determining optimal load resistive
characteristics, although stand-alone load resistance having a

30
resistive characteristics of the variable resistive element tran
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sit from the low resistance state (characteristics B) to the high
resistance state (characteristics A).
First, we describe a range of load resistive characteristics
desirable for the transition from the high resistance state to the
low resistance state and a range of drive Voltage Vda (voltage
amplitude of voltage pulses) to be applied to a serial circuit of
the load circuit and the variable resistive element (memory
cell). If the variable resistive element has the resistive char
acteristics shown in FIG. 7A and the gate voltage of MOSFET
is set to low level (VL) so as to use load resistive character
istics C3, the load resistive characteristics going through the
characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia) are plotted like the curve C3 in
FIG. 17B. The drive voltage Vda then is defined as the second
critical voltage VA. In order to perform a stable operation
from the high resistance state to the low resistance state, it is
required that the load resistive characteristic line C3 intersect
the I-V characteristic curve in the low resistance state at a

point T3 (Vt3. It3) on the low voltage side of the characteristic
point Tb (Vb, Ib) from the low resistance state to the high
resistance state. In fact, since, to the two resistive character
istics shown in FIG. 7A, the load resistance characteristic line
25

C3 going through characteristic point Ta in FIG. 17B and the
intersecting point T3 (Vt3. It3) functions equivalent to load
resistance of the first resistance value R3 defined by respec
tive coordinate values of the characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia)
and the intersecting point T3 (Vt3. It3) of the Equation (9) as
shown below, and thus the load resistance characteristic line

30

C3 is expressed by the Equation (10) if the load resistive
characteristic is represented by the first resistance value R3
for convenience.

35

Now, in order to satisfy the above requirement, V<Vb
should be satisfied when I-Ib. Thus, the Equation (10) and the
condition lead to the following Equation (11). The resistance
value in the left term of the Equation (11) corresponds to the
40

critical resistance value.

linear load resistive characteristic is assumed as a load circuit,

In addition, in MOSFET, even though voltage between

the load resistive characteristics are nonlinear in actual circuit

Source and drain has increased, increase in current is con

configuration, as the load circuit includes transistors that have
nonlinear current-Voltage characteristics for selecting a word
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line or a bit line of the word line decoder 12 or the bit line
decoder 13. Even when the load resistive characteristics are

nonlinear, the idea about the above principle operation and
the method of determining optimal load resistive character
istics would be same. However, as there are some points to be
noted based on the current-Voltage characteristics unique to
MOSFET to be included in the load circuit, our description in
the following assumes a stand-alone MOSFET having non
linear load resistive characteristics.

the saturated current will be smaller than the current value

(first threshold current) Ib at the characteristic point Tb (Vb.
Ib).
50
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FIG.17A shows load resistive characteristics C3, C4 speci
fied by two current-voltage characteristics between source
and drain at different gate voltages Vg of MOSFET. In fact,
this MOSFET serves as a load resistive characteristic variable

circuit 14 capable of Switching load resistive characteristics
by controlling the gate voltage. As shown in FIGS. 17B and
17C, the load resistive characteristics C3 having the lower
gate voltage (Vg-VL) are used when the resistive character
istics of the variable resistive element transit from the high
resistance state (characteristics A) to the low resistance State
(characteristics B), while the load resistive characteristics C4
having the higher gate voltage (Vg, VH) are used when the

trolled when the Voltage reaches a saturation region. Thus, the
Equation (11) can be satisfied if the gate Voltage is set so that
Furthermore, as with the case in which linear load resis

tance is used, it is necessary that the Voltage amplitude Vda of
the voltage pulse for having the variable resistive element
transit from the high resistance state to the low resistance State
through MOSFET have higher voltage than the second criti
cal voltage VA (Vdad-VA). However, in FIG. 17B, the second
critical voltage VA is given by a Voltage value of the intersec
tion of the load resistive characteristic curve C3 going
through the characteristic point Ta (Va, Ia) and the Voltage
axis.
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We continue to describe a range of load resistive charac
teristics desirable for a transition from the low resistance state

to the high resistance state, and a range of drive Voltage Vdb
(voltage amplitude of Voltage pulses) to be applied to a serial
circuit of a load circuit and a variable resistive element
65

(memory cell). If the variable resistive element has the resis
tive characteristics shown in FIG. 7A, and the gate voltage of
MOSFET is set to high level (VH) so as to use load resistive
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characteristics C4, the load resistive characteristics going
through the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib) are plotted like the
curve C4 in FIG. 17C. Then, the drive voltage Vdb is defined
as the first critical voltage VB. In order to perform stable
operation from the low resistance State to the high resistance
state, it is required that the load resistive characteristic line C4
intersect the I-V characteristic curve in the high resistance
state at a point T4 (Vt4, Ita) on the low voltage side of the
characteristic point Ta (Va., Ia) from the high resistance state
to the low resistance State. In fact, since, to the two resistive
characteristics shown in FIG. 7A, the load resistance charac

teristic line C4 going through the characteristic point Tb in
FIG. 17C and the intersecting point T4 (Vt4, Ital) functions
equivalent to load resistance of the second resistance value R4
defined by respective coordinate values of the characteristic
point Tb (Vb, Ib) and the intersecting point T4 (VtA, Ita) of the
Equation (12) as shown below, and thus the load resistance
characteristic line C4 is expressed by the Equation (13) if the
load resistive characteristics are represented by the second

32
the bit line decoder 13, the load resistive characteristic vari

able circuit 14, and parasitic resistance of signal wiring Such
as the selected word line or selected bit line or the like. Thus,

the load resistive characteristics are assumed as the current

10

Voltage characteristics of synthetic circuit of all circuits
excluding the selected memory cell. In the example shown in
FIG. 18, ground voltage Vss is applied to the selected bit line
through the bit line decoder 13 from the voltage switch circuit
17, Voltage for programming Vpp or Voltage for erasing Vee
are applied to the selected word line through the load resis
tance characteristic variable circuit 14 and the word line

15

decoder 12. Although Voltage for programming Vpp and Volt
age for erasing Vee are applied as Voltage pulses to the
selected word line, the pulse width (application duration)
thereof is adjusted through control from the control circuit on
the side of the voltage switch circuit 17 that supplies voltage
for programming Vpp or Voltage for erasing Vee, or on the
side of the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14 or

the word line decoder 12 that is supplied with the voltage.
FIGS. 19 A to 19E show five examples of circuit configu

resistance value R4 for convenience.

rations of the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14.
FIG. 19A shows the load resistive characteristic variable cir

Now, in order to satisfy the above requirement, V<Va
should be satisfied when I=Ia. Thus, the Equation (13) and the
condition lead to the following Equation (14). The resistance
value in the left term of the Equation (14) corresponds to the

25

critical resistance value.
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In addition, since the load resistive characteristic curve C4
needs to intersect the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib), the gate
voltage should be set so that the saturated current of MOSFET
can be larger than the current value Ib at the characteristic
point Tb (Vb, Ib) (first threshold current).

FIG. 19B shows the load resistive characteristic variable
35

Furthermore, then, as with the case in which linear load

resistance is used, it is necessary that the Voltage amplitude
Vdb of the voltage pulse for having the variable resistive
element transit from the low resistance state to the high resis
tance state through MOSFET have higher voltage than the
first critical voltage VB (Vdb>VB). However, in FIG. 17C,
the first critical voltage VB is given by a voltage value of the
intersection of the load resistive characteristic curve C4 going
through the characteristic point Tb (Vb, Ib) and the voltage

40
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In addition, due to similar reasons to those in the case in
50

variable resistive element transit from the low resistance state

60

reference to FIG. 18 and FIG. 19. FIG. 18 schematically
shows a relation of the variable resistive element 21 of the

selected memory cell to be written, the load circuit and the
voltage switch circuit 17. In FIG. 18, the load circuit can be
treated as all circuits excluding the selected memory cell in
the circuit to which voltage pulses are applied from the volt
age switch circuit 17, and include the word line decoder 12,

example shown in FIG. 19B, switching of the load resistive
characteristics as shown in FIG. 17A becomes possible by
making gate width or the like of the P-type MOSFETs 33,34.
In addition, the P-type MOSFETs 33, 34 may have same size
and resistance component of different resistance values may
be added in series to both or any one of them.
FIG. 19C shows the load resistive characteristic variable

circuit 14 configured by one P-type MOSFET 35 that can
control the gate Voltage in multiple stages by one control
signal Sc4. Switching of the load resistive characteristics as
shown in FIG. 17A becomes possible, by configuring the
control signal Sc4 so that one signal level for turning OFF the
P-type MOSFET 35 and two signal levels for turning ON the
P-Type MOSFET 35 can be outputted, and by switching the
two signal levels for turning ON the P-type MOSFET 35.
FIG. 19D shows the load resistive characteristic variable
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to the high resistance state has higher Voltage than the first
critical voltage VB (Vdb>VB) are met, respectively.
In the following, we describe specific circuit configuration
of the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14, with

circuit 14 configured by parallel connection of P-type MOS
FETs 33, 34 that can be switched ON or OFF by two control
signals Sc2, Sc3. The P-type MOSFETs 33,34 are controlled
so that one is turned ON while the other is turned OFF. In the

aX1S.

which linear load resistance is used, although the second
critical voltage VA and the first critical voltage VB differ, it is
possible to set them to same Voltage as far as the condition that
the Voltage amplitude Vda of Voltage pulses for having the
variable resistive element transit from the high resistance
state to the low resistance state has higher Voltage than the
second critical voltage VA (Vda-VA), and the condition that
the voltage amplitude Vdb of voltage pulses for having the

cuit 14 configured by parallel connection of P-type MOSFET
31 that is always in ON state and P-type MOSFET 32 that can
be switched ON and OFF by a control signal Sc1. If the P-type
MOSFET 31 and P-type MOSFET 32 are set to same size,
Switching of the load resistive characteristics as shown in
FIG. 17A becomes possible by the control signal Sc1. In
addition, use of a resistive element having linear or nonlinear
resistive characteristics or a diode adapted to Voltage polari
ties could also implement the load resistance characteristic
circuit 14 capable of Switching the load resistive characteris
tics by turning the P-type MOSFET 32 ON and OFF.
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circuit 14 configured by one P-type MOSFET 36 that can
control the gate Voltage and back gate (Substrate) Voltage in
two stages, respectively, with two control signals Sc5, Sc6.
The control signal Sc5 controls whether to turn ON or OFF
the P-type MOSFET 36, while the control signal Sc6 adjusts
the back gate voltage of the P-type MOSFET 36, thus chang
ing the threshold voltage. Switching of the load resistive
characteristics as shown in FIG. 17A becomes possible by
turning ON the P-type MOSFET 36 and switching the thresh
old Voltage in two ways to high or low, with the back gate
Voltage.
FIG. 19E shows the load resistive characteristic variable

circuit 14 configured by one resistive control element 37 that
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can control the gate Voltage in multiple stages with one con
trol signal Sc7. As the resistive control element 37, a transfer
gate composed of anything other than MOSFET or that com
posed of a single channel transistor or the like can be used.
Switching of the load resistive characteristics becomes pos
sible by switching signal levels of the control signal Sc7.
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decoder 13 is applied to the selected bit line. Then, voltage
higher than or equal to the first threshold Voltage necessary
for having the resistive characteristics transit from the low
resistance state to the high resistance state is applied to both
ends of the selected memory cell, the resistive characteristics
transit from the low resistance state to the high resistance
state, and programming completes. Then, as the variable
resistive element transits to the high resistance state, a syn

As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 18, in the above embodiment,
we described the case in which the load resistive characteris

tic variable circuit 14 is provided between the voltage switch
circuit 17 and the word line decoder 12, and voltage for
programming Vpp and Voltage for erasing Vee of same Volt
age polarity is applied to the load resistive characteristic
circuit 14 from the voltage switch circuit 17. However, the

thetic resistance value of the serial circuit of the load circuit
10

load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14 is not limited to

this configuration example, and may be provided within the

15

word line decoder 12, between the word line decoder12 and

the memory cell array 11, between the bit line decoder 13 and
the memory cell array 11, within the bit line decoder 13,
between the bit line decoder 13 and the voltage switch circuit
17, or within the voltage switch circuit 17, for instance. In

variable circuit 14. As a result, the variable resistive element

addition, if the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14

is provided within the word line decoder 12 or the bit line
decoder 13, a transistor for selecting a word line constituting
the word line decoder 12 or that for selecting a bit line con
stituting the bit line decoder 13 may be configured by the

25

same transistor as the load resistive characteristic variable

circuit 14. In addition, the load resistive characteristic vari

able circuit 14 may not only be formed in one location, but
also distributed in more than one location.

In addition, if the load resistive characteristic variable cir

cuit 14 is configured by using MOSFET, depending on where
it is formed or voltage polarity of voltage for programming
Vpp and voltage for erasing Vee, N-type MOSFET may
replace P-type MOSFET.
In the following, we describe the programming operation
of the memory cells of the device of the present invention. In
the following description, the programming operation is the
case of having the resistive characteristics of the variable
resistive element of the selected memory cell transit from the
low resistance state to the high resistance state.
First, when the control circuit 16 is instructed by an address
signal, a data entry signal, a control input signal, or the like
from the external to program into a memory cell specified by
the address signal, it activates the voltage switch circuit 17
and gives instruction to output Voltage to be applied to each of
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addition, the control circuit 16 controls so that the load resis

50
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characteristics for programming operation. In this embodi
ment, it controls so that the load resistive characteristics can

the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14 and the

word line decoder 12, while voltage increased from ground
Voltage VSS depending on the Voltage drop at the bit line

to the unselected word line and the selected bit line and those
that connect to the selected word line and unselected bit line.

Thus, any unwanted programming operation to the unse
lected memory cells can be prevented, by setting the Voltage
for programming Vpp so that at least the programming inhibit
voltage Vpp/2 is lower than the first threshold voltage neces
sary for transiting the resistive characteristics from the low
resistance state to the high resistance state.
In the following, we describe the erasing operation of
memory cells. Now, the erasing operation is the case of hav
ing the resistive characteristics of the variable resistive ele
ment of the selected memory cell transit from the high resis
First, when the control circuit 16 is instructed by an address
signal, a data entry signal, or a control input signal, etc. from
the external to perform erasing of a target memory cell speci
fied by the address signal, it activates the Voltage Switch
circuit 17 and gives instruction to output Voltage to be applied
to each of the selected word line, unselected word line,

tive characteristic variable circuit 14 can be load resistive

be in the lower resistance state. As a result, by setting the
Voltage for programming Vpp higher than or equal to the
above first critical Voltage, Voltage obtained by Subtracting
the voltage drop at the load resistive characteristic variable
circuit 14 and the word line decoder 12 from the voltage for
programming Vpp is applied to the selected word line through

can maintain the high resistance State in a stable manner after
Voltage Surges.
In addition, since Voltage obtained by Subtracting the Volt
age drop at the word line decoder 12 from the programming
inhibit voltage Vpp/2 is applied to the unselected word line
through the word line decoder 12 while voltage that increases
by the voltage drop at the bit line decoder 13 from the pro
gramming inhibit Voltage Vpp/2 is applied to the unselected
bit line through the bit line decoder 13, no voltage is applied
to the unselected memory cells that connect to the unselected
word line and unselected bit line, and voltage obtained by
subtracting the voltage drop at the word line decoder 12 and
bit line decoder 13 from the programming inhibit voltage
Vpp/2 is applied to the unselected memory cells that connect

tance state to the low resistance state.

the selected word line, unselected word line, selected bit line,

and unselected bit line, during programming. The Voltage
Switch circuit 17 Supplies Voltage for programming Vpp gen
erated at the Voltage generation circuit (not shown) to the
word line decoder 12 through the load resistive characteristic
variable circuit 14, supplies to the word line decoder 12 and
the bit line decoder 13 programming inhibit voltage Vpp/2
that is one-half of the Voltage for programming Vpp, and
supplies ground voltage Vss to the bit line decoder 13. In

and the memory cells increases, current flowing through the
load circuit decreases, and Voltage drop at the load circuit
decreases. Thus, although Voltage to be applied to both ends
of the selected memory cell after transition to the high resis
tance state increases, the transition to the high resistance State
occurs in a stable manner in a Voltage condition in which
voltage at both ends of the selected memory cell is lower than
the second threshold voltage due to the load resistive charac
teristics selected by control of the load resistive characteristic

60

selected bit line, and unselected bit line, during erasing. The
voltage switch circuit 17 supplies voltage for erasing Vee of
the same polarity as Voltage for programming Vpp generated
at the Voltage generation circuit (not shown) to the word line
decoder 12 through the load resistive characteristic variable
circuit 14, supplies to the word line decoder12 and the bit line
decoder 13 erasing inhibit voltage Vee/2 that is one-half of the
Voltage for erasing Vee, and Supplies ground Voltage VSS to
the bit line decoder 13. In addition, the control circuit 16
controls so that the load resistive characteristic variable cir

cuit 14 can be load resistive characteristics for erasing opera
tion. In this embodiment, it controls so that the load resistive
65

characteristics can be in higher resistance state. As a result, by
setting the Voltage for erasing Vee higher than or equal to the
above second critical Voltage, Voltage obtained by Subtracting
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the voltage drop in the load resistive characteristic variable
circuit 14 and the word line decoder 12 from the voltage for
erasing Vee is applied to the selected word line through the

tive characteristics of the variable resistive element as the

load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14 and the word

writing target transit from the low resistance state to the high

line decoder 12, while Voltage increased from ground Voltage
Vss depending on the voltage drop at the bit line decoder 13
is applied to the selected bit line. Then, voltage higher than or
equal to the second threshold Voltage necessary for having the
resistive characteristics transit from the high resistance State
to the low resistance state is applied to both ends of the
selected memory cell, the resistive characteristics transit from
the high resistance state to the low resistance state, and eras
ing completes. Then, as the variable resistive element transits
to the low resistance state, a synthetic resistance value of the
serial circuit of the load circuit and the memory cells
decreases, current flowing through the load circuit increases,
and Voltage drop at the load circuit increases. Thus, although
voltage to be applied to both ends of the selected memory cell

36
tive characteristics, and the two load resistive characteristics

can be selectively switched between the case where the resis
resistance state and the case where the resistive characteris

10

15

after transition to the low resistance state decreases, the tran
sition to the low resistance state occurs in a stable manner in

of the variable resistive element transit from the low resis

a Voltage condition in which Voltage at both ends of the
selected memory cell is lower than the first threshold voltage
due to the load resistive characteristics selected by control of
the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14. As a result,
the variable resistive element can maintain the low resistance

state in a stable manner after Voltage Surges.
In addition, since Voltage obtained by Subtracting the Volt
age drop at the word line decoder 12 from the erasing inhibit
voltage Vee/2 is applied to the unselected word line through
the word line decoder 12 while Voltage that increases by the
voltage drop at the bit line decoder 13 from the erasing inhibit
voltage Vee/2 is applied to the unselected bit line through the
bit line decoder 13, no voltage is applied to the unselected
memory cells that connect to the unselected word line and
unselected bit line, and Voltage obtained by Subtracting the
voltage drop at the word line decoder 12 and bit line decoder
13 from the erasing inhibit voltage Vee/2 is applied to the
unselected memory cells that connect to the unselected word

25

can be switched between the high resistance state and the low
resistance state in a stable manner.

40

Thus, especially, when the unipolar Switching operation is
implemented in the variable resistive element showing the
bipolar switching characteristics by Switching the load resis
tance, the unipolar Switching operation can be implemented
by supplying the both ends of the variable resistive element
with the voltage showing the polarity in which the first thresh
old voltage to be applied to both ends of the variable resistive
element to transit from the low resistance state to the high
resistance state is lower than the second threshold Voltage to
be applied to both ends of the variable resistive element to
transit from the high resistance state to the low resistance State

45

to control the Switching of the load resistance.
Manufacturing Method of Device of the Invention
Next, a manufacturing method of the device of the present
invention will be described with reference to the drawings.
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under the condition that the load resistance is not considered,

resistance state.

In addition, although the second critical Voltage VA and the
first critical voltage VB are different, due to the reasons
described above, it is possible to set the Voltage for program
ming Vpp and that for erasing Vee to same Voltage in this
embodiment. In addition, the pulse widths of both voltage for
programming Vpp and that for erasing Vee may be set to short
pulse width such as 100 ns or shorter, for instance, and both
pulse widths may be of same length. This could make it
possible to distinguish programming operations from erasing
operations only by Switching the load resistive characteristics
of the load resistive characteristic variable circuit 14, thereby
considerably simplify the circuit configuration.
A known readout operation for memory cells written
through the conventional unipolar Switching operation or
bipolar Switching operations may be used as readout opera
tions of memory cells of the device of the present invention. In
addition, we omit detailed description of the readout opera
tion as it is not the main object of the present invention.
As described above, according to the device of the present
invention, since the load resistive characteristics of the load
circuit can be switched between the two different load resis

tance state to the high resistance state, a Voltage higher than
the threshold voltage of the transition is to be applied while
the threshold voltage of the transition is lower than the thresh
old Voltage of the transition in the opposite direction. Thus,
the resistive characteristics of the variable resistive element

line and the selected bit line and those that connect to the

selected word line and unselected bit line. Thus, any
unwanted erasing operation to the unselected memory cells
can be prevented, by setting the Voltage for erasing Vee so that
at least the erasing inhibit voltage Vee/2 is lower than the
second threshold Voltage necessary for having the resistive
characteristics transit from the high resistance state to the low

tics transit from the high resistance state to the low resistance
state, regardless of symmetric property of the element struc
ture of the variable resistive element, a length of the voltage
application time, or the polarity of the applied Voltage, the
load resistive characteristics can be set so as to separately
satisfy the following two conditions to perform the stable
Switching operation as the variable resistive element that is a
new aspect of the inventors of the present invention, such that,
(1) when the resistive characteristics of the variable resistive
element transit from the high resistance State to the low resis
tance State, a Voltage higher than the threshold Voltage of the
transition is to be applied while the threshold voltage of the
transition is lower thana threshold Voltage of a transition in an
opposite direction, and (2) when the resistive characteristics

First Embodiment
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A description will be made of a first embodiment (herein
after occasionally referred to as the “present embodiment)
according to a manufacturing method of the device of the
present invention, with reference to FIGS. 20 to 36. FIG.20 is
a schematic view showing a memory cell to be formed in the
present embodiment, and FIG. 21 is a plan view showing the
memory cell. The device of the present invention manufac
tured in the present embodiment is configured by a first wiring
including a tungsten (W) layer and a TiN adhesive layer, a
memory cell portion including a TiN barrier metal, a resis
tance lowering layer formed of TiN-type polysilicon, a TiN
lower electrode, and a TiOxNy variable resistor, and a second
wiring including an upper electrode and a tungsten layer. In
addition, FIGS. 22 to 32 show the manufacturing method of
the present embodiment in the order of steps. In FIGS. 22 to
32, figures A each show a vertical sectional view taken along
line X-X" in FIG. 20, and figures B each show a vertical
sectional view taken along line Y-Y" in FIG. 20. In addition,
although a single memory cell is shown in FIG. 20 to simplify
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the figure, a plurality of memory cells are actually arranged in
an X direction and a Y direction with or without regular
intervals.

In addition, the following figures schematically show the
sectional structure, and a contraction scale in the drawing
does not always coincide with a contraction scale of the actual
structure. The same is true in a second embodiment and
thereafter.

In addition, conditions such as a dimension of the film

thickness etc., a concentration, and a temperature described
below are just examples and the present invention is not
limited thereto. The same is true in the following embodi

10

mentS.

In addition, in the present embodiment, a description will
be made of a case where the unipolar Switching operation is
implemented by applying a voltage whose polarity is positive
at the upper electrode with respect to the lower electrode.
First, as shown in FIG. 22, a tungsten layer 53 serving as
the first wiring is formed on an insulation film 51 formed of
SiO or the like overlying a substrate made of silicon or the
like through a adhesive layer 52 composed of TiN or the like.
Although tungsten is used for the first wiring in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited thereto and
a transition metal Such as Ti, Cu, Co or Ta, oran alloy of these
metals containing tungsten, or oxide or nitride showing con
ductivity may be used alternatively. In addition, although TiN
is used for the adhesive layer 52 in the present embodiment,
the present invention is not limited thereto and TaN or Tiw
may be used alternatively. The layers of TiN and W are
formed by a well-known method such as a CVD (Chemical
Vapor Deposition) method or a sputtering method. The film
thickness of the TiNadhesive layer 52 is about 30 nm, and the
film thickness of the tungsten first wiring 53 is about 200 nm.
In addition, the adhesive layer 52 may be deposited depend
ing on the kind of the metal used in the first wiring 53 and the
adhesive layer 52 is not an indispensable layer.
Then, as shown in FIG. 23, these laminated-layer structure
is processed and formed into the shape of a line so as to
become the first wiring by a well-known dry etching method
through a resist as a mask patterned by a photolithography
method. The wiring width and the wiring interval at this time
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N-type polysilicon layer 57 is about 5x10" atoms/cm, and
the film thickness thereof is about 150 nm. In addition,
25

resistor is formed to be 100 nm in thickness. Since this TiN
30

insulation film, the film thickness thereof needs to be set in

view of an amount of the removal. In addition, although the
TiN layer combines the metal side electrode of the Schottky
barrier diode and the lower electrode of the variable resistor,
35
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another material having a relatively large work function Such
as Pt, Co, or Ni may be inserted as the metal side electrode of
the Schottky barrier diode.
Next, as shown in FIG. 27, the laminated-layer structure
serving as the Schottky barrier diode is processed and formed
into the shape of a column by a well-known dry etching
method through a resist as a mask patterned by a well-known
photolithography method. This column-shaped structure is
processed so as to be arranged on the first wiring and a
diameter thereof is 130 nm.

Next, as shown in FIG. 28, an insulation film 59 is formed
45

50

thickness.

Then, as shown in FIG. 25, the SiO layer is polished by the
well-known CMP method to remove the SiO layer on the
first wiring 53 and flatten it. Since it is necessary to expose the
tungsten Surface by completely removing the SiO2 layer on
the first wiring 53, the tungsten layer is also polished, but
since the polishing rate of SiO2 to tungsten is high enough
(about 10 or more), a polished thickness of the tungsten layer
is considerably smaller than the formed thickness of the tung
Sten layer.
In addition, the method for forming the first wiring 53 is not
limited to the above, and a well-known damascene process
may be used.
Then, as shown in FIG. 26, the memory cell portion is
formed. First, a barrier metal layer 55 is formed of TiN and a
resistance lowering layer 56 is formed of Tiso as to be 30 nm
and 10 nm in thickness, respectively. The barrier metal layer

although polysilicon is used in the present embodiment, the
present invention is not limited thereto and a semiconductor
material Such as Ge and GaAs may be used alternatively.
Further, a TiN layer serving as a metal side electrode of the
Schottky barrier diode and a lower electrode 58 of the variable
layer is removed a little in the following step of flattening an

are set to 250 nm.

Then, as shown in FIG. 24, an insulation film 54 of SiO, or
the like is formed on the first wiring and between the wirings.
The SiO layer is formed by a plasma CVD method or a HDP
(High Density Plasma) CVD method. Since the SiO layer is
flattened by polishing in a following CMP (Chemical
Mechanical Polishing) step, the film thickness of the SiO,
layer needs to be at least thicker than the first wiring. In the
present embodiment, the SiO layer is formed to be 400 nm in
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55 is formed in order to prevent the reaction between poly
silicon to be formed above and tungsten of the first wiring,
and the resistance lowering layer 56 is formed in order to
lower the adhesive resistance with polysilicon to be formed
above. Although TiN is used for the barrier metal layer 55 in
the present embodiment, the present invention is not limited
thereto and TaN or TiW may be used instead. In addition, Ti
is used for the resistance lowering layer 56 in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited thereto and
Co or Ni may be used.
Thereafter, an N-type polysilicon 57 layer serving as a
component of the Schottky barrier diode is further formed by
a well-known LP (Low Pressure) CVD method. According to
this method, the N-type polysilicon layer is formed by mixing
a dopant that becomes an N type such as PH while the
polysilicon layer is formed. As an alternative method, a solid
phase diffusion method or a method for forming the N type by
use of ion implantation may be used. In addition, a method for
polycrystallizing an amorphous layer by a heat treatment may
also be used. Thus, the dopant concentration of the formed

of SiO, or the like on the column-shaped structure and
between the column-shaped structures. This SiO layer is
formed by the plasma CVD methodor the HDPCVD method.
Since the formed SiO layer is flattened by polishing the SiO,
layer in the later CMP step, the layer needs to be thicker than
the thickness (height) of the column-shaped structure. In the
present embodiment, the thickness of the SiO layer is about
500 nm.
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Then, as shown in FIG. 29, the SiO layer is polished by the
well-known CMP method to remove and flatten the SiO,
layer on the column-shaped structure. Since it is necessary to
expose the surface of the TiN layer by completely removing
the SiO layer on the column-shaped structure, the TiN layer
positioned in the uppermost layer of the column-shaped
structure is also polished, but since the polishing rate of SiO,
to the TiN is high enough (about 10 or more), a polished
thickness of the TiN layer is considerably smaller than the
formed thickness of the TiN layer.
Then, as shown in FIG. 30, a titanium oxynitride (herein
after described as the “TiON” for example) serving as a
variable resistor 60 is formed by oxidizing the exposed sur
face of the TiN layer. According to the present embodiment,
the TiON layer is formed by being held in an atmosphere of
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atmospheric-pressure oxygen containing 10% by weight of
ozone at a substrate temperature of 300° C. for 10 minutes. At
this time, the film thickness of the TiON layer is about 10 nm.
However, the method for forming the TiON variable resistor

40
memory cell having the variable resistive element not show
ing the bipolar Switching characteristics by itself is manufac
tured, the polysilicon layer 57 can be both N and P conduc
tivity types. In this case, as shown in FIG. 36, the lower

is not limited to the above method, and the conditions can be

changed within a range of 5 to 100% by weight of ozone
concentration, and 250 to 500° C. of the substrate tempera
ture. In addition, as other methods, a heat treatment in a
reduced-pressure oxygen atmosphere or an oxygen plasma
atmosphere, or an oxidizing method using an oxidizing

electrode 65 is formed of Cu, the variable resistor 66 is

formed of CuO by oxidizing Cu, and the upper electrode 67 is
formed of Ti, Ta, W, or the like.
10

chemical Solution can be used.

Then, as shown in FIG. 31, TiN serving as a adhesive layer
61 of the second wiring layer and tungsten serving as a second
wiring layer 62 are deposited. The adhesive layer 61 functions
not only as the adhesive layer of the second wiring layer 62
but also as the upper electrode of the variable resistor. In the
present embodiment, although tungsten is used for the second
wiring layer 62 similar to the first wiring, the present inven

Pt, Co, Ni, or the like between the lower electrode 65 and the

15

tion is not limited thereto and a transition metal Such as Ti, Cu,

Co or Ta oran alloy of these metals containing tungsten, oran
oxide or nitride showing conductivity may be used alterna
tively.
Then, as shown in FIG.32, the laminated-layer structure is
processed and formed to be in the shape of a line by the
well-known dry etching method through the resist as a mask
patterned by a well-known photolithography method so that
these laminated-layer structure becomes the second wiring.
At this time, the second wiring needs to be arranged just
above the column-shaped structure serving as the memory
cell portion. In addition, the wiring width and wiring interval
at this time is about 250 nm. Thereafter, an interlayer insula
tion film is formed and a flattening step is performed accord
ing to need, whereby the desirable nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device can be manufactured.
The memory cells formed as described above are struc
tured on the upper wiring layer (on the second wiring in the
present embodiment) repeatedly, whereby a three-dimen
sional memory array can be built and the semiconductor
memory device having the highly integrated variable resistive
elements can be manufactured as shown in FIG. 33.

In addition, as a variation of the present embodiment, as
shown in FIG. 34, a P-type polysilicon layer 63 can be
inserted to a part where the N-type polysilicon layer 57 is in
contact with the lower electrode 58. The P-type polysilicon
layer 63 can be formed by ion implantation with boron in an
oblique direction after the column-shaped structure serving
as the memory cell portion has been formed (after the step
shown in FIG. 27). When the structure shown in FIG. 34 is
formed, in the case where the reverse voltage is applied to the
Schottky barrier diode, a reverse current can be reduced due
to the spread of a depletion layer from the PN junction as
compared with the general Schottky barrier diode, so that the
preferable device characteristics having less Sneak path cur

N-type polysilicon layer 57, as an electrode to form the Schot
tky barrier diode with the N-type polysilicon layer 57. On the
other hand, when the polysilicon layer 57 is formed of P-type
polysilicon, it is necessary to insert a metal electrode 68
having a relatively small work function such as Ti, Ta, W, or
the like between the lower electrode 65 and the P-type poly
silicon layer 57, as an electrode to form the Schottky barrier
diode with the P-type polysilicon layer 57.
Second Embodiment

25
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A description will be made of a second embodiment (here
inafter occasionally referred to as the “present embodiment)
according to the manufacturing method of the device of the
present invention, with reference to FIGS.37 to 49. FIG.37 is
a schematic view showing a memory cell to be formed in the
present embodiment, and FIG.38 is a plan view showing the
memory cell. The device of the present invention to be manu
factured in the present embodiment is configured by a first
wiring layer including an N layer and an N layer formed in
a P-type silicon substrate, a memory cell portion including a
TiN lower electrode and a TiON variable resistor, a second
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wiring including a TiN layer serving as an upper electrode and
a adhesive layer, and a W layer. In addition, FIGS. 39 to 46
show the manufacturing method of the present embodiment
in the order of steps. In FIGS. 39 to 46, figures A each show
a vertical sectional view taken along line X-X" in FIGS. 38.
and figures Beach show a vertical sectional view taken along
line Y-Y" in FIG. 38. In addition, also in the present embodi
ment, similar to the first embodiment, a description will be
made of a case where the unipolar Switching operation is
implemented by applying a voltage whose polarity is positive
at the upper electrode with respect to the lower electrode.
First, as shown in FIG. 39, an N* layer 72 and an N layer
73 are formed in a P-type silicon substrate 71 by a well
known method such as ion implantation. The dopant concen

tration of the N" layer at this time is 5x10' atoms/cm, and
the dopant concentration of the N layer is 1x107 atoms/cm.
50

The concentrations are set to the above values because the N*

layer 72 needs to be sufficiently small in resistance as the first
wiring layer while the N layer 73 needs to form the Schottky
junction in a contact with the TiN film serving as the lower

rent can be obtained.

In addition, as still another variation in the present embodi
ment, as shown in FIG.35, a P-type polysilicon layer 64 can
be inserted between the N-type polysilicon layer 57 and the
lower electrode 58. The P-type polysilicon layer 64 can be
formed by the LPCVD method similar to the N-type polysili
con layer. Thus, since the PN junction diode is formed in the
memory cell portion instead of the Schottky barrier diode, the
preferable device characteristics having further less sneak
path current can be obtained.
Although the description has been made of the case where
the memory cell having the variable resistive element show
ing the bipolar Switching characteristics by itself is manufac
tured in the above embodiment, for example, when the

In addition, at this time, when the polysilicon layer 57 is
formed of N-type polysilicon, it is necessary to insert a metal
electrode 68 having a relatively large work function such as

electrode of the variable resistor.
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Then, as shown in FIG. 40, an element isolation region 74
is provided by a well-known element isolation method, and
the N" layer 72 and the N layer 73 are formed to be in the
shape of a line. The N" layer 72 and the N layer 73 obtained
in this way function as the first wiring.
Then, as shown in FIG. 41, a TiN layer serving as the metal
side electrode of the Schottky barrier diode and the lower
electrode 75 of the variable resistoris formed. At this time, the

65

TiN layer is formed by a well-known method such as the
sputtering method or the CVD method. In addition, since the
TiN layer is removed a little in a later step of flattening an
insulation film later, the film thickness thereofhas to be set in

view of an amount of the removal. In addition, the layer is
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formed so as to be in the shape of a line by the well-known dry
etching method through a resist as a mask patterned by the
well-known photolithography method.
Then, as shown in FIG. 42, an SiO insulation film 76 is
formed on the TiN layer and between the TiN layers. The SiO,
layer is formed by the plasma CVD method or the HDPCVD
method. Since the SiO layer is flattened by polishing in the
later CMP step, the film thickness of the SiO, layer needs to
be at least thicker than the thickness (height) of the lower
electrode 75. In the present embodiment, the SiO layer is
deposited to be about 300 nm in thickness.
Then, as shown in FIG. 43, the SiO layer is polished by the
well-known CMP method to remove and flatten the SiO,
layer on the lower electrode 75. Since it is necessary to expose
the surface of TiN by completely removing the SiO layer on
the TiN layer, the TiN layer itself is also polished, but since
the polishing rate of SiO, to TiN is high enough (about 10 or
more), a polished thickness of the TiN layer is considerably
smaller than the formed thickness of the layer.
Then, as shown in FIG. 44, a TiON layer serving as a
variable resistor 77 is formed by oxidizing the exposed sur
face of the TiN layer. According to the present embodiment,
the variable resistor is formed by being held in an atmosphere
of atmospheric-pressure oxygen containing 10% by weight of
ozone at a substrate temperature of 300° C. for 10 minutes. At
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is formed instead of the Schottky barrier diode, thereby the
preferable device characteristics having less Sneak path cur
rent can be obtained.
5

10

15

be used.

Then, as shown in FIG. 45, a TiN layer serving as a adhe
sive layer 78 of a second wiring layer and a tungsten layer
serving as a second wiring layer 79 are formed. The adhesive
layer 78 functions not only as the adhesive layer of the second
wiring layer 79 but also as the upper electrode of the variable
resistor. Although tungsten is used for the second wiring layer
in the present embodiment, the present invention is not lim

Third Embodiment
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be manufactured.

As the manufacturing method to implement the present
embodiment has been described above, when the present

60

embodiment is combined with the first embodiment, the

three-dimensional memory cell array as shown in FIG. 47 can
be provided.
In addition, as a variation of the present embodiment, as
shown in FIG. 48, a Player 80 may be formed instead of the
N layer 73. The Player 80 can beformed by the ion implan
tation similar to the N layer. In this way, a PN junction diode

function such as Pt, Co, Ni, or the like between the lower
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ited thereto and a transition metal such as Ti, Cu, Co or Ta or

an alloy of these metals containing tungsten, or an oxide or
nitride showing conductivity may be used alternatively.
Then, as shown in FIG. 46, the laminated-layer structure is
processed and formed to be in the shape of a line by the
well-known dry etching method through the resist as a mask
patterned by the well-known photolithography method so as
to become the second wiring. In this processing of the second
wiring layer, the process is performed to reach the variable
resistor 77 and the lower electrode 76. After being processed
in Such a manner, the variable resistor becomes a shape of a
rectangle. Thereafter, an interlayer insulation film is formed
and a flattening step is performed according to need, whereby
the desirable nonvolatile semiconductor memory device can

manufactured, as shown in FIG. 49, the lower electrode 82 is

formed of Cu, the variable resistor 83 is formed of CuO by
oxidizing Cu, and the upper electrode 84 is formed of Ti, Ta,
W, or the like. Furthermore, in this case, it is necessary to
insert a metal electrode 81 having a relatively large work
electrode 82 and the N layer 73, as a metal electrode to form
the Schottky barrier diode. In addition, in the case of the
above memory cell, the conductivity types of the silicon
Substrate and the implanted ion can be inverted, and in this
case, it is necessary to insert a metal electrode 81 having a
relatively small work function such as Ti, Ta, W, or the like
between the lower electrode 82 and the N layer 73, as an
electrode to form the Schottky barrier diode.

this time, the film thickness of the variable resistor is 10 nm.

However, the method for forming the variable resistor is not
limited thereto, and the conditions can be changed within a
range of 5 to 100% by weight of ozone concentration, and 250
to 500° C. of the substrate temperature. In addition, as an
alternative method, a heat treatment in a reduced-pressure
oxygen atmosphere or an oxygen plasma atmosphere, or an
oxidizing method using an oxidizing chemical solution can

In addition, although the description has been made of the
case where the memory cell having the variable resistive
element showing the bipolar Switching characteristics by
itself is manufactured in the above embodiment, for example,
when the memory cell having the variable resistive element
not showing the bipolar Switching characteristics by itself is
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A description will be made of a third embodiment (here
inafter occasionally referred to as the “present embodiment)
according to the manufacturing method of the device of the
present invention, with reference to FIGS.50 to 60. FIG.50 is
a schematic view showing a memory cell formed in the
present embodiment, and FIG. 51 is a plan view showing the
memory cell. The device of the present invention to be manu
factured in the present embodiment is configured by a first
wiring including a W layer and a TiN adhesive layer, a
memory cell portion including a TiNbarrier metal, a TiN-type
polysilicon resistance lowering layer, a TiN lower electrode
and a TiON variable resistor, and a second wiring including
an upper electrode, a adhesive layer and a W layer. In addi
tion, FIGS. 52 to 58 show the manufacturing method of the
present embodiment in the order of steps. In FIGS. 52 to 58,
figures A each show a vertical sectional view taken along line
X-X" in FIG. 51, and figures Beach show a vertical sectional
view taken along line Y-Y" in FIG. 51. In addition, although a
single memory cell is shown in FIG.50 to simplify the figure,
a plurality of memory cells are actually arranged in the X
direction and the Y direction with or without regular intervals.
In addition, also in the present embodiment, similar to the
first embodiment, a description will be made of a case where
the unipolar Switching operation is implemented by applying
a Voltage whose polarity is positive at the upper electrode with
respect to the lower electrode.
First, as shown in FIG. 52, a tungsten layer 93 serving as a
first wiring is formed on an insulation film 91, formed of SiO,
or the like, overlying on a substrate made of silicon or the like
through a adhesive layer 92 composed of TiN or the like.
Although tungsten is used for a first wiring in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited thereto and
a transition metal Such as Ti, Cu, Co or Ta, oran alloy of these
metals containing tungsten, or oxide or nitride showing con
ductivity may be used alternatively. In addition, although TiN
is used for the adhesive layer 92 in the present embodiment,
the present invention is not limited thereto and TaN or TiW
may also be used alternatively. The TiNadhesive layer 92 and
the tungsten first wiring 93 are formed by a well-known
method such as the CVD method or the sputtering method.
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The film thickness of the TiN adhesive layer is about 30 nm,
and the film thickness of the tungsten first wiring is about 200
nm. In addition, the adhesive layer 92 may be deposited
depending on the kind of the metal used in the first wiring 93
and the adhesive layer 92 is not necessarily an indispensable
layer.
After the tungsten layer 93 has been formed, the memory
cell portion is formed. First, a TiN layer as a barrier metal 94
and a Tilayer as a resistance lowering layer 95 are formed to
be 30 nm and 10 nm in thickness, respectively. The barrier
metal layer is formed in order to prevent the reaction between
a polysilicon layer to beformed above and tungsten of the first
wiring, and the resistance lowering layer is formed in order to
reduce the adhesive resistance with the polysilicon layer to be
formed above. Although TiN is used for the barrier metal 94
in the present embodiment, the present invention is not lim
ited thereto and TaN or TiW may also be used. In addition, Ti
is used for the resistance lowering layer 95 in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited thereto and
Co or Ni may also be used.
Further, an N-type polysilicon layer 96 serving as a com
ponent of a Schottky barrier diode is then formed by the
well-known LPCVD method. According to this method, the
N-type polysilicon layer is formed by mixing a dopant that
becomes an N type such as PH while the polysilicon layer is
formed. As an alternative method, a solid-phase diffusion
method or a method for forming the N type by use of ion
implantation may be used. In addition, a method for polycrys
tallizing an amorphous layer by a heat treatment may be used.
Thus, the dopant concentration of the formed N-type poly
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face of the TiN layer. According to the present embodiment,
the variable resistor is formed by being held in an atmosphere
of atmospheric-pressure oxygen containing 10% by weight of
ozone at a substrate temperature of 300° C. for 10 minutes. At
this time, the film thickness of the variable resistoris about 10

10

be used.
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silicon layer is about 5x10" atoms/cm, and the film thick
ness thereof is 150 nm. Further, a TiN layer serving as a metal
side electrode of the Schottky barrier diode and a lower elec

trode 97 of the variable resistor is formed to be 100 nm in

thickness. Since this TiN layer is removed a little in the later
step of flattening an insulation film, the film thickness thereof

35

needs to be set in view of an amount of the removal. In

addition, while the TiN layer combines the metal side elec
trode of the Schottky barrier diode and the lower electrode of
the variable resistor, another material having a relatively large
work function such as Pt, Co, Ni, or the like may be inserted
as the metal side electrode of the Schottky barrier diode.
Then, as shown in FIG. 53, the laminated-layer structure is
processed and formed into the shape of a line so as to become
the first wiring and the memory cell portion by the well
known dry etching method using a resist as a mask patterned
by the photolithography method. The wiring width and the
wiring interval at this time are set to about 130 nm.
Then, as shown in FIG. 54, an SiO, insulation film 98 is
formed on the first wiring and between the wirings. The SiO,
film is formed by the plasma CVD method or the HDPCVD
method. Since the SiO layer is flattened by polishing in the
later CMP step, the film thickness of the SiO layer needs to
be at least thicker than the first wiring. In the present embodi
ment, the SiO layer is formed to be 700 nm in thickness.
Then, as shown in FIG.55, the SiO, layer is polished by the
well-known CMP method to remove the SiO layer on the
first wiring and the memory cell portion and flatten the layer.
Since it is necessary to expose the TiN surface by completely
removing the SiO layer on the first wiring, the TiN layer
positioned uppermost layer of the memory cell portion is also
polished, but since the polishing rate of SiO, to TiN is high
enough (about 10 or more), a polished thickness of the TiN
layer is considerably smaller than the formed thickness of the
layer.
Then, as shown in FIG. 56, a TiON layer serving as a
variable resistor 99 is formed by oxidizing the exposed sur

nm. However, the method for forming the variable resistor is
not limited thereto, and the conditions can be changed within
a range of 5 to 100% by weight of ozone concentration, and
250 to 500° C. of the substrate temperature. In addition, as an
alternative method, a heat treatment in a reduced-pressure
oxygen atmosphere or an oxygen plasma atmosphere, or the
oxidizing method using an oxidizing chemical solution can
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Then, as shown in FIG. 57, a TiN layer serving as a adhe
sive layer 100 of a second wiring layer and a tungsten layer
serving as a second wiring layer 101 are formed. The adhesive
layer 100 functions not only as the adhesive layer of the
second wiring layer 101 but also as an upper electrode of the
variable resistor 99. Although tungsten is used for the second
wiring layer similar to the first wiring in the present embodi
ment, the present invention is not limited thereto and a tran
sition metal such as Ti, Cu, Co or Taoran alloy of these metals
containing tungsten, or an oxide or nitride showing conduc
tivity may also be used.
Then, as shown in FIG. 58, the laminated-layer structure is
processed by the well-known dry etching method through the
resist as a mask patterned by the well-known photolithogra
phy method so as to become the second wiring and the
memory cell portion. At this time, the process is performed to
reach the TiN layer serving as the barrier metal 94 on the first
wiring. The wiring width and the wiring interval at this time
are about 130 nm. Thereafter, an interlayer insulation film is
formed and a flattening step is performed according to need,
whereby the desired nonvolatile semiconductor memory
device can be manufactured.

The memory cells formed as described above are struc
tured on the upper wiring layer (on the second wiring in the
present embodiment) repeatedly, whereby a three-dimen
sional memory array having the same structure as shown in
FIG. 33 can be built and the semiconductor memory device
having the highly integrated variable resistive elements can
be manufactured.
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In addition, also in the present embodiment, similar to the
first embodiment, a P-type polysilicon 102 may be formed at
a part where the N-type polysilicon 96 is in contact with the
lower electrode 97 by ion implantation from the oblique
direction (refer to FIG.59), and a P-type polysilicon layer 103
may be inserted between the N-type polysilicon layer 96 and
the lower electrode 97 (refer to FIG. 60).
Furthermore, when the memory cell having the variable
resistive element not showing the bipolar Switching charac
teristics by itself is manufactured, similar to the first embodi
ment, the polysilicon layer 96 can have either N-type or
P-type conductivity. In this case, the lower electrode 97 is
formed of Cu, the variable resistor 99 is formed of CuO by
oxidizing Cu, and the upper electrode 100 is formed of Ti, Ta,
W, or the like. In this case also, a metal electrode is inserted

60

between the polysilicon layer and the lower electrode 97 to
form the Schottky barrier diode, depending on the conductiv
ity type of the polysilicon layer 96.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
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The present invention can be used in a nonvolatile semi
conductor memory device comprising a variable resistive
element resistive characteristics of which change as result of
Voltage application, and, in particular, is effective in imple
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mentation of the nonvolatile semiconductor memory device
capable of high-speed Switching operations to the variable
resistive element in a stable manner.
The invention claimed is:

1. A nonvolatile semiconductor memory device compris
ing:
a memory cell having a variable resistive element having
two terminals, the variable resistive element having
resistive characteristics defined by current-Voltage char
acteristics at both ends, the resistive characteristics tran

5
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siting between two stably provided resistive character
istics of a low resistance state and a high resistance state
when a Voltage satisfying a predetermined condition is
applied to the both ends;
a load circuit connected to one end of the variable resistive

load resistive characteristics, the second load resistive
load resistive characteristics; and

a Voltage generation circuit for applying a Voltage to both
ends of a serial circuit configured by the variable resis

trode that is the lower of the first electrode and the
25

a stored state of the variable resistive element is determined
whether the resistive characteristics are in the low resis
the resistive characteristics transit between the low resis
30
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6. The nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to claim 3, wherein
when the first polarity is a positive polarity, a PN junction
diode includes a P-type upper polycrystalline semicon
ductor formed so as to be in contact with a lower layer of
the lower electrode, and an N-type lower polycrystalline
semiconductor formed so as to be in contact with a lower

layer of the upper polycrystalline semiconductor, and
when the first polarity is a negative polarity, a PN junction
diode includes an N-type upper polycrystalline semi

sit from the low resistance state to the high resistance
state, and show the second load resistive characteristics

during a second writing operation in which the resistive

conductor formed so as to be in contact with a lower
55

from the high resistance state to the low resistance state,
and

the Voltage generation circuit applies a first writing Voltage

layer of the lower electrode, and a P-type lower poly
crystalline semiconductor formed so as to be in contact
with a lower layer of the upper polycrystalline semicon
ductor.

to the both ends of the serial circuit of the variable

resistive element and the load circuit so that a Voltage of 60
the first polarity having an absolute value equal to or
higher than the first threshold voltage is applied to the

7. A device comprising:
a memory cell including a variable resistive element hav
ing two terminals,
a load circuit connected to the variable resistive element

and configured to switch load resistive characteristics
between first load resistive characteristics and second

both ends of the variable resistive element of the

and the load circuit so that the voltage of the first polarity

when the first polarity is the negative polarity, an N-type
impurity is implanted to a part of the contact region with
the lower electrode in the P-type polycrystalline semi
conductor.

tive characteristics of the variable resistive element tran

ends of the serial circuit of the variable resistive element

5. The nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to claim 4, wherein
when the first polarity is the positive polarity, a P-type
impurity is implanted to a part of a contact region with
the lower electrode in the N-type polycrystalline semi
conductor, and
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the load resistive characteristics of the load circuit are
Switched so as to show the first load resistive character

memory cell to be written during the first writing opera
tion, and applies a second writing Voltage to the both

when the first polarity is a negative polarity, the Schottky
barrier diode is provided at an interface between a P-type
polycrystalline semiconductor and the lower electrode,
the P-type polycrystalline semiconductor being formed
so as to be in contact with the lower surface of the lower
electrode.

tance state to the low resistance state, and when the

characteristics of the variable resistive element transit

second electrode, the N-type polycrystalline semicon
ductor being formed so as to be in contact with a lower
surface of the lower electrode, and

tance State or the high resistance state and written when

istics during a first writing operation in which the resis

the rectifying element provides forward bias when the
voltage having the first polarity is applied to the both
ends of the variable resistive element.

characteristics having a resistance higher than the first

polarity of the applied Voltage is a second polarity dif
ferent from the first polarity, the first threshold voltage is
higher than the second threshold Voltage,

3. The nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to claim 2, wherein
the memory cell has a rectifying element connected to the

4. The nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to claim 3, wherein
when the first polarity is a positive polarity, a Schottky
barrier diode is provided at an interface between an
N-type polycrystalline semiconductor and a lower elec

between first load resistive characteristics and second

tance state and the high resistance state in response to
application of a voltage to the both ends of the variable
resistive element,
the variable resistive element shows asymmetric character
istics in which when a polarity of an applied Voltage to
one terminal based on the other terminal is a first polar
ity, a first threshold Voltage is lower than a second
threshold voltage, the first threshold voltage being a
lower limit value of an absolute value of the applied
Voltage required for the resistive characteristics to transit
from the low resistance state to the high resistance state,
the second threshold voltage being a lower limit value of
an absolute value of the applied voltage required for the
resistive characteristics to transit from the high resis

which a variable resistor is sandwiched between a first
electrode and a second electrode.

variable resistive element in series, and
15

element in series, the load circuit having load resistive
characteristics defined by the current-voltage character
istics, the load resistive characteristics being Switched

tive element and the load circuit, wherein
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having the absolute value equal to or higher than the
second threshold voltage is applied to the both ends of
the variable resistive element of the memory cell to be
written during the second writing operation.
2. The nonvolatile semiconductor memory device accord
ing to claim 1, wherein
the variable resistive element has a three-layer structure in
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load resistive characteristics, wherein the second load

resistive characteristics have a resistance higher than
the first load resistive characteristics, and
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a voltage generation circuit configured to apply a voltage
to a circuit formed by the variable resistive element and
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lower of the first electrode and the second electrode, wherein
the N-type polycrystalline semiconductor is in contact with a
lower surface of the lower electrode.
the load circuit,
II. The device of claim 10, wherein the lower electrode
wherein the variable resistive element is configured to s comprises
write to a stored state upon changing between a low impurity. a contact region including an implanted P-type
resistance state and a high resistance state in response
The device of claim 10, further comprising a PN junc
to application of the voltage to the variable resistive tion12.diode
including:
element;
upper polycrystalline semiconductor in contact
wherein the variable resistive element is configured to 10 a P-type
with a lower layer of the lower electrode, and
Show asymmetric characteristics such that, when a
an N-type lower polycrystalline semiconductor in contact
polarity of an applied voltage to a first terminal of the
with a lower layer of the P-type upper polycrystalline
memory Cell compared to a second terminal is a first
semiconductor:
polarity, a first threshold voltage is lower than a second
13. The device of claim 9, filrther comprising a Schottky
threshold voltage, wherein the first threshold voltage barrier
diode located at an interface between a P-type poly
comprises a lower limit value of an absolute value of the 15 crystalline
semiconductor and a lower electrode that is the
applied voltage required for the resistive characteristics
lower
of
the
first electrode and the second electrode, wherein
to transit from the low resistance state to the high resis the P-type polycrystalline
is in contact with a
tance State, and wherein the second threshold voltage lower surface of the secondsemiconductor
electrode.
comprises a lower limit value of an absolute value of the 20 14. The device of claim 13, wherein the lower electrode
applied voltage required for the resistive characteristics comprises a contact region including an implanted N-type
to transit from the high resistance state to the low resis impurity.
tance state, and
The device of claim 13, further comprising a PN junc
wherein the load circuit is further configured to switch the tion15.diode
including:
load resistive characteristics to show:
2s
an
N-type
upper polycrystalline semiconductor in contact
the first load resistive characteristics during a first writ
with a lower layer of the lower electrode, and
ing operation in which the load resistive characteris
a P-type lower polycrystalline semiconductor in contact
tics of the variable resistive element transit from the
with a lower layer of the N-type upper polycrystalline
low resistance state to the high resistance state, and
semiconductor:
the second load resistive characteristics during a second 30 16. The device of claim 7, wherein the memory cell com
Writing Operation in which the load resistive charac
a rectifying element connected to the variable resistive
teristics of the variable resistive element transit from prises
element
in series, and wherein the rectifying element is con
the high resistance state to the low resistance state.
to provide a forward bias when the applied voltage
8. The device of claim 7, wherein the voltage generation figured
having the first polarity is applied to the variable resistive
circuit is firther configured to:
35
apply a first writing voltage to the circuit formed by the element.
17. The device of claim 7, further comprising a word line
variable resistive element and the load circuit so that a
circuit configured to:
voltage of the first polarity having an absolute value Selection
Select a word line of a memory cell array that corresponds
equal to or higher than the first threshold voltage is
to an address signal; and
applied to the variable resistive element during the first 40 apply
a selected word line voltage to the selected word line
writing operation, and
for respective memory operations.
apply a second writing voltage to the circuit formed by the
18. The device of claim 7, filrther comprising a bit line
variable resistive element and the load circuit so that the
Selection
circuit configured to:
voltage of the first polarity having the absolute value
a bit line of a memory cell array that corresponds to
equal to or higher than the second threshold voltage is 45 Select
an address signal and
applied to the variable resistive element during the sec
individually apply a selected bit line voltage to the selected
Ond writing operation.
bit line for respective memory operations.
9. The device of claim 7, wherein the variable resistive
19. The device of claim 7, further comprising a voltage
element has a three-layer structure, and wherein the three Switching
circuit configured to:
layer structure comprises a first electrode, a second elec
a selected word line voltage and an unselected word
trode, and a variable resistor positioned between the first so apply
line voltage to a word line selection circuit, and
electrode and the second electrode.
apply a selected bit line voltage and an unselected bit line
10. The device of claim 9, further comprising a Schottky
voltage to a bit line selection circuit.
barrier diode located at an interface between an N-type poly
crystalline semiconductor and a lower electrode that is the

